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Editorial

"Where is God?"
Jacques B. Doukhan, D.H.L., Th.D.

I

ndeed the question is
legitimate and disturbs our intelligence
as God seems to be silent in the
heart of our suffering. This is a
very old question. The psalmist
already heard it: “Where is your
God?” (Psalm 42:3). Does this
question mean that God died? Is
He absent? For the psalmist this
was precisely what it meant. In
the Psalm the question is put in
the persecutor’s mouth who
mocks his victim, suggesting that
we deceived ourselves, that the
God in whom we trusted is not
here for us. However, the imme-

diate answer to that question is a
call to remember (v. 3) and, by
implication, a call to worship (v.
4) and to hope in God (v. 5). This
invitation may sound paradoxical
or monstrous. How can we worship a God who keeps silent in the
presence of the killing of the
innocent? In fact, the only decent
answer to that insolent question,
“Where is God?” is the unbelievable story that God is there, but
that He can only be found at the
unexpected place: He is identified
with the child hanged on the gallows at Auschwitz. For as the old
rabbinic principle goes: “God is
always on the side of the victim
(even if the persecutor is right).”
But here, He is more than just siding with the victim; He is the victim. From the dramatic description of Isaiah 53, which laments
on the Suffering Servant, to the
scandalous testimony of the
Gospel, which wonders at the crucified Messiah, Jews and
Christians have been confronted
with this difficult question.
Interestingly, both traditions have
ventured the same strange answer:
“He is there, on the gallows.” But
this question is not just pregnant
with the mystery of God’s
response to the tragedy of our
lives so that we could, as the
psalmist, worship and hope. It is
also and perhaps more incisively
an appeal to remember and take
our responsibility towards our fellow man. For today, more and
more people wish to forget the
past and even wish to forget the
Holocaust and to ignore their
responsibility.

All those who wish to forget
should remember that it is the
will to forget that has led the
Church to kill the Jews, and thus
paved the ground for the
Holocaust; it is because the
Church forgot her Jewish roots
that ultimately the Holocaust
took place in the most Christian
countries. Fortunately, these days
Christian theologians and historians have understood and
denounced this troubling connection between the Church’s
forgetfulness and the most
shameful event of human history.
In this special issue of Shabbat
Shalom, the dramatic call sounded by Austrian theologian Kurt
Schubert and the moving plea by
Lucille Eichengreen as well as the
analysis of historian John
Markovic remind us of this iniquity of the Church. On a more
personal level, Abigail Hadas
challenges the religious person
not to forget the divine image in
our neighbor even as we worship
the great God. Indeed, religion
and ethics would not survive
without memory. If we forget our
roots we will not only affect our
branches and eliminate our own
identity, we will in the process
destroy anything or anyone that
would remind us of the root we
wish to forget. The question
“Where is God?” takes us, then,
to “Where was man, where were
you, where would you have been
when this happened?” This is
indeed the only question that is
left to us, for this is the only question which we as human beings
can answer.
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Interview

Mrs. Lucille Eichengreen

Lucille Eichengreen was born
Cecilia Landau in Hamburg,
Germany, in 1925. A survivor of
the Lodz Ghetto and Auschwitz,
Neuengamme and Bergen-Belsen
concentration camps, she fled to
Paris in 1945 and then, in 1946,
made her way to New York, where
she met her husband, Dan
Eichengreen. In the following
years, she worked as an insurance agent while she finished her
education. In 1949, the Eichengreens moved to Berkeley,
California, where their sons, Barry and Martin, were born.
Now retired, she writes and speaks on the Holocaust at schools,
colleges, and universities coast to coast in the United States,
and in Germany, on a no-fee basis.
Her remarkable memory made Mrs. Eichengreen one of the
most effective witnesses in the postwar trial of her persecutors.
The prestigious School Library Journal selected Lucille
Eichengreen’s From Ashes to Life: My Memories of the Holocaust
(San Francisco: Mercury House, 1994) from 1500 books as a
most valuable and most important teaching tool for students.
She recently also authored Rumkowski and the Orphans of Lodz
(San Francisco: Mercury House, 2000).
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S

habbat
Shalom:
Elie Wiesel said,
“There is no rational explanation for the
Holocaust, and when we will
find one, it will be wrong.” This
is my question then: Why the
Holocaust? Will we ever be able
to find meaning behind the
Shoah?
Lucille Eichengreen: Is there a
“meaning” to the Shoah? It defies
description and understanding. It
shows man’s inhumanity toward
man and I doubt if there will ever
be meaning to what had happened.
Shabbat Shalom: If we cannot find meaning, can we
explain this magnitude of evil?
Eichengreen: Not really. I can
just stand dumbfounded and
bewildered before the magnitude
of murders committed and
humans’ inhumanity to humans.
Shabbat Shalom: How was
your life touched by the
Holocaust?
Eichengreen: My life between
1933 and l945 changed dramati-

cally. I will never forget, or forgive, the murder of my father, my
mother, and my sister.
Shabbat Shalom: What has
the Shoah done to your
Jewishness?
Eichengreen: Before the Shoah
I was a child and brought up
observing Jewish orthodox laws
and customs. I went to a private
Jewish school, I learned Hebrew
and the scriptures. Now? I am
ethnically Jewish; I am not religious or observant. Where was my
God when little children went to
the gas chambers? Why did He let
it happen? So far I have found no
answer.
Shabbat Shalom: As you still
struggle with this issue, let me
ask: What could the Holocaust
teach a believer about God, if
anything?
Eichengreen: To be honest, I
do not know.
Shabbat Shalom: How do you
think the Germans were able to
kill millions of Jews who did
not deserve it, while you were
not able to bring yourself to kill
one German when you had a
chance to do so after the war?
Eichengreen:
German
Christians killed millions of
Polish, German, Czech, Austrian,
Dutch and French Jews. I often
had wished for a gun to be able to
kill just one German and die.
After the war, I no longer wanted
to kill. I believed in the courts and
due process. I still do. German
Christians killed Jews of various
nationalities. It was not a matter
of Germans killing Jews. They
were Christians and then
Germans killing Jews of many
European nationalities. I was not
raised to be a killer. The one time
I had a chance (it was after the
war) I could not kill; I trusted in
the courts to mete out justice.
How the Germans could have
done what they did has been one
of many things I have never
understood. Like the German
officer looking through the spy
window in the gas chamber, see-

I do not know why I survived.
ing thousands gassed, and then
going home and playing with his
children. I have often asked:
where was their conscience, their
Christianity, their decency? I cannot explain the Germans. Their
cruelty and murderous acts are
not to be explained.
Shabbat Shalom: In your
book From Ashes to Life you
mention that not even justice
would be sufficient to restore
even part of what has been
taken from you. In spite of this,
is there anything you would
like to see happen in response
to the Shoah?
Eichengreen: I would like to
see understanding, tolerance, and
a peaceful world. I would like to
see all of us learn from the Shoah
and the horrible past. I would like
to see a different world—one
without the killing in Africa,
without the killing in the former
Jugoslavia. Could there be peaceful coexistence? I had hoped so.
But I do not see it happen in my
lifetime. There is more dialogue,
but still not enough action. We
are hopefully moving in the right
direction, but for me, it is too little and too slow.
Shabbat Shalom: What
lessons would you like the
Christians to learn from the
Shoah?
Eichengreen: I would like
them to be accepting and tolerant
of Jews and other religions, and I
would like them to have learned
that “a final solution” is never the
answer. Discrimination on any
grounds, especially religious ones,
is not acceptable.
Shabbat Shalom: What is
your view of Christians in light
of the Shoah?
Eichengreen: I believe there
are good people among
Christians, Jews, Moslems, and
all others. There are also evil
human beings among all of us.
Religion is individual and if we

are understanding and tolerant, it
no longer matters if we are
Christians or Jews.
Shabbat Shalom: What are
some lessons you would want
today’s Jews to learn from the
Shoah?
Eichengreen: I hope that the
Jews today have learned from the
Shoah that they did too little to
help. It happened very far away
from the USA, Great Britain, and
other countries. Help was slow in
coming or not coming at all.
American Jews could have done
more. They could have pressured
the government in Washington,
they could have listened more
carefully to the reports from
Europe. The horrors were known,
yet little was done.
Shabbat Shalom: Is there
hope for healing in the JewishChristian relations?
Eichengreen: There is hope for
Jewish-Christian relations. We are
all human beings. We just have a
different religion. We have to try
to understand each other and be
tolerant of each other. We have to
respect each other and not judge
by religion, color or ethnic origin.
Yes, there is always hope. There
has to be hope. Healing is always
possible. But how do you heal a
crime like the Shoah with millions murdered? Murdered in a
planned way, executed without
mercy, women, children and old
people. Why?! I am not able to

Healing will come in its
own time; we cannot
demand it or force it.
forgive or to forget. Hopefully
future generations will accomplish this. What barriers will the
Christians have to overcome
before this healing can take place?
The barriers of silence, of inaction, of standing idly by and letWinter 2002-03 / SHABBAT SHALOM 5

ting the Shoah happen. Healing
will come in its own time; we cannot demand it or force it. It will
come when those guilty of these
crimes will be able to admit their
guilt and turn a new page. An
apology will not do. It is too late.
And too little.
Shabbat Shalom: What barriers will the Jews have to overcome before this healing can
take place?
Eichengreen: We Jews have to
heal slowly, especially those who
survived. Most of us no longer
hate but neither can we forget nor
forgive. It will take time and
maybe only our children will be
able to address this problem.
Shabbat Shalom: While survival was your driving force
during the war, afterwards it
became a cause of guilt as you
wondered why you survived
when so many did not. Have
you ever arrived at an answer to
this question?
Eichengreen: I do not know
why I survived. It could have been
fate, circumstances, luck, or
maybe it was due to the fact that I
had good and supportive friends,
who helped, nursed me when
sick, and never deserted me.
Shabbat Shalom: When you
stood by the grave where you
had buried the ashes that the SS
said were your father’s, you realized that although you recited
the Kaddish, you no longer
believed in God or His mercy
which the prayer speaks of. Has
your view changed at all since
then?
Eichengreen: My views since
the burial of my father and my
mother, since surviving the
Holocaust, have not changed. I
am still asking myself: Where was
God and His mercy? I have not
found an answer.
Shabbat Shalom: What is
your opinion on the role of religion in the lives of post-Shoah
Jews?
Eichengreen: The role of reli6 SHABBAT SHALOM / Winter 2002-03

gion for post-Shoah Jews varies. It
is between the individual and his
or her conscience. We are all different. Some of us are observant
and religious, some not at all. It is
up to each person to decide how
to live, and how to believe.
Shabbat Shalom: Since the
Seventh-day Adventists hold
many beliefs similar to those of
the Jews, they were also persecuted by Hitler. Do you remember any Seventh-day Adventists
or other non-Jews from any of
the camps or ghettos?
Eichengreen: I do not remember any Seventh-day Adventists or
other non-Jews from the ghetto or
the various camps. We were totally segregated and not part of any
other group. We were only Jews,
but of different nationalities.
Shabbat Shalom: Does the
recent wave of anti-Semitism
worry you?
Eichengreen: The recent wave
of anti-Semitism does worry me.
It upsets me and I will do any-

Where was God and
His mercy?
thing in my power to fight this.
My father used to say: “AntiSemitism is when people hate.
And hate will destroy you in the
end.”
Shabbat Shalom: Have you
experienced anti-Semitism since
you moved to the United States?
Eichengreen: Yes, I have experienced anti-Semitism in the US.
Applying for a job in 1946 in
New York, in San Francisco in the
early fifties, and even now one
hears stupid, insidious antiSemitic remarks.
Shabbat Shalom: Is it imperative
to
remember
the
Holocaust? Why?
Eichengreen: We need to learn
about the past, so as not to repeat
history.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you
have a particular story or a per-

sonal experience in relation to
the Holocaust event that you
could share with our readers to
make them think more deeply?
Eichengreen: I can only suggest that my books From Ashes to
Life and Rumkowski and the
Orphans of Lodz will make people
think, question and learn.
Shabbat Shalom: In his moving speech to the German
Bundestag on January 27, 1998,
Yehuda Bauer sharply observed
that “the most horrible thing
about the Shoah is in fact not
that the Nazis were inhuman—
the most horrible thing about it
is that they were indeed human,
just as human as you and I are.”
Is another Holocaust still possible? If yes, what would prevent
it?
Eichengreen: Regrettably, yes
it is. A holocaust like the one of
the past is always possible. What
can prevent it? In short, education, courage, and not to stand by
silently and let it happen. We
need to fight this, we need to
speak out, and we need to help.
While the killings in various parts
of the world are still going on, we
do too little to help and to speak
out. There is no justification.
Have we learned from the past? I
had hoped so. But looking around
the world, I have come to the conclusion that we have learned little,
or not nearly enough, from the
past.
We have to be aware of it, we
have to have courage to speak out,
and it is up to us to put a stop to
it before it takes on dimensions
like the Shoah. It takes civil
courage and it is often dangerous,
but these are the risks worth taking. We can speak out. We can
write to our representatives in
Washington, DC. We can
demonstrate. And we can refuse
to be a silent majority.
*This interview was conducted by
Kamil Cak.

Interview

Prof. Kurt Schubert

Kurt Schubert is Professor Emeritus of
Jewish Studies. From 1966 to 1993 he
was Professor at the University of Vienna,
Austria, where he still lectures even now.
His professional interest is research into
Jewish history and culture from biblical
times until the present.
Born in Vienna, Prof. Schubert is one
of the most influential figures in furthering the dialogue between Christians and
Jews in post-World War Austria and
Europe. In 1966, Prof. Schubert founded
the Institute for Judaic Studies at the University of Vienna, the
first of its kind in Europe, and in 1972 the Austrian Jewish
Museum in Eisenstadt. As Catholic, he was also actively involved
in the realization of Vatican Council II and the development of
dialogical thinking in the Catholic Church.
Prof. Schubert has written more than a hundred scholarly articles and has authored or edited many books, among them Die
Religion des nachbiblischen Judentums (1955), The Dead Sea
Community (1959), Die jüdischen Religionsparteien in neutestamentlicher Zeit (1970), Jesus im Lichte der Religionsgeschichte des
Judentums (1973), Die Kultur der Juden (1977-1979), Die Religion
des Judentums (1992), and Jüdische Geschichte (1995). He is currently working on a forthcoming book on Christentum und
Judentum im Wandel der Zeiten (Christianity and Judaism through
the ages).

S

habbat Shalom:
Prof.
Schubert,
without hesitation
one can say that in Austria you
are the foremost expert on
Judaism. Your name is inextricably linked with the ChristianJewish dialogue. To mention
just two of your many outstanding achievements: You founded
at the University of Vienna in
1966 the first Institute for
Judaic Studies ever in Europe.
And in 1972 you founded the
Austrian Jewish Museum in
Eisenstadt. And now you are in
active retirement and still you
are lecturing in the Institute for
Judaic Studies, already in your
116th semester! So, could you
briefly sketch your life?
Kurt Schubert: My interest in
Judaism arose from the viewpoint
of the Austrian Catholic opposition against Nazism. Already in
the winter semester 1941-1942 I
began to study Biblical Hebrew.
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Because of bronchial asthma I did
not have to go to the Wehrmacht,
the German Armed Forces, merely to the air-raid protection, a task
during which I was still able to
pursue my studies. Because of my
work for the air-raid protection I
seized the opportunity to save several thousand copies of Hebrew
books which are now in Israel.
My major study area was “Old
Semitic Philology and Ancient
Near Eastern Studies.” This of
course included Hebrew. The dissertation, however, needed to be
on an Assyriological topic. I graduated with a Dr. Phil. in March
1945, just before the liberation by
the Red Army. Starting from May
1945 I taught as assistant (wissenschaftliche Hilfskraft) Hebrew,
Syriac, and Akkadian, from 1949
Judaic Studies at the Oriental
Institute of the University of
Vienna as assistant professor
(Dozent), and from 1955 as associate professor (außerordentlicher
Professor). In 1966, I became full
professor (ordentlicher Professor)
and director of the newly-founded Institute for Judaic Studies at
the University of Vienna, from
which several other institutes in
the German-speaking countries
have been founded, e.g., in
Cologne, Germany, and Luzern,
Switzerland.
Shabbat Shalom: How did
you get involved in studying
Jewish history and culture? And
what were the reasons that you
exerted yourself actively for
establishing Jewish-Christian
relations and continuously taking care of them?
Schubert: Calling ourselves in
the liturgy “Zion,” “Jerusalem,”
and “Israel” demands our solidarity with Judaism, particularly
under the circumstances of Nazi
persecution. Therefore, among
friends I stood up for such a soli8 SHABBAT SHALOM / Winter 2002-03

darity already during the war, and
after the liberation of Austria I
continued doing this on an official basis. It always occurred to me
that the scientific realm was more
efficient than any possible organi-

The Holocaust must not
be compared with any
other genocide.
zation on the club level. Thus, my
small department on Judaism at
the Oriental Institute was from
the beginning the basis from
which all further steps followed.
In the years after World War Two,
I also worked together closely
with Zionist organizations that
assisted Jewish DPs (Displaced
Persons), refugees under the care
of the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration
(UNRRA). This is the reason why
already in April-May 1949 I was
for my first time in Israel, where I
delivered in regard to the saved
books the deed of gift by the

In the war, my friends affectionately called me “Moses.” One of
the major successes was the unambiguous demand for solidarity
with Judaism at the Diocese
synod of Vienna in 1971. I presented the text in front of the
synod. Definitely as high points
of success I regard the founding of
the Institute for Judaism at the
University of Vienna in 1966 and
of the Austrian Jewish Museum in
Eisenstadt, Burgenland, which
was the first Jewish museum in
Austria since 1945. My theses and
my viewpoint have been fully
accepted in the Church. Thus I
serve since 1966 as President of
the Österreichisches Katholisches
Bibelwerk, the Austrian Catholic
Bible Association.
Shabbat Shalom: Let me ask
you now more directly about
the Shoah. How was your life
touched by the Holocaust?
Schubert: I had no direct contact with the Holocaust. From the
beginning, that is from March
1938, I was decidedly opposed to

Those who deny the Holocaust cannot be taken
seriously as partners in discussion.
Israelitische
Kultusgemeinde
Vienna, the Jewish Community of
Vienna.
Shabbat Shalom: You have
been, and still are, very actively
involved in the dialogues
between Christian and Jews.
What do you regard as the
major high points of your
efforts? What do you perceive as
the main effects and results of
your (life)work? For the Roman
Catholic Church (in Austria
and beyond), for Christians in
general, and for the Jews?
Schubert: I was certainly one
of the first who worked in this
regard, especially in the Church.

Nazism. As a fifteen-year-old—
yes, I was born in 1923—I wanted to do my part to free Austria
from the Nazi rule. I soon realized
the fundamentally anti-Christian
diabolism of the Nazi ideology.
I met my wife, Dr. Dr. h.c.
Ursula Schubert, born Just, in
December 1944. She was already
baptized as an infant into the
Catholic Church. Her mother
was a Jew, her father an Aryan.
According to Nazi laws this marriage was a so-called Privilegierte
Mischehe, a term that designated
that Jews cohabiting in mixed
marriages enjoyed privileged status. Thus, her mother was not

forced to wear the Judenstern, the
yellow “Jewish badge.” Ursula’s
grandfather starved to death at the
age of 84 in the concentration
camp Theresienstadt (Terezín,
now in the Czech Republic). Her
grandmother and her aunt, the
sister of my mother-in-law, were
in Shanghai and Peking. Two sisters of Ursula’s grandmother committed suicide in October 1941 so
that they would not be deported
to the East for extermination.
Shabbat Shalom: Elie Wiesel
said, “There is no rational
explanation for the Holocaust,
and when we will find one, it
will be wrong.” This is my question then: Why the Holocaust?
How could we explain this magnitude of evil?
Schubert: A rational explanation for the Holocaust is only not
possible if we understand “rational” as referring to a reason led by
general
moral
principles.
However, for Nazi ideology
Judaism was the metaphysical
antiworld whose extermination
was the task that “Providence”
had placed upon the German
nation. Just read the headlines
from the Jew-baiting Nazi paper
Der Stürmer: “Without breaking
the Jewish control, no salvation of
humanity,” or “Who fights with
the Jew, fights with the devil.”
Such an ideology was already
prepared in the last decades of the
nineteenth century by writers like
Wilhelm Marr, Eugen Dühring,
and
Houston
Stewart
Chamberlain. Nazis applied a slogan to Jews that was originally
formulated by Heinrich von
Kleist in his Germania Ode
against the French: “Slay
him/them, the last judgment does
not ask for reasons.”
Shabbat Shalom: Do you
think that the Holocaust could
have happened elsewhere and at

another time? Is the Holocaust a
unique event? How does it compare to other holocausts, for
example,
Armenian
or
Rwandan?
Schubert: The Holocaust must
not be compared with any other
genocide. The Holocaust is rather
a phenomenon sui generis. It was

apocalypse 4 Ezra, which dates to
ca. 100 C.E., that is, after the crucial date of 70 C.E., it is stated
that it is not given to humans “to
understand the ways of the Most
High.” The angelus interpres said
to “Ezra”: “You are not a better
judge than God, or wiser than the
Most High!” (7:19), and “For you

The Holocaust is an extreme form of
human susceptibility to sin.
not a pogrom, not an emotional
outburst, but a planned mass
murder executed with technical
perfection. Therefore, we cannot
compare it with so-called ethnical
purges. It was not about territorial claims and rights in this world.
Rather the Holocaust was the
consequence of an ideology for
which the extermination of
unworthy and racially inferior life
had unmistakably a pseudoreligious, metaphysical function, a
task that “Providence” had placed
upon the German nation.
Shabbat Shalom: What
lessons should Christians learn
from the Holocaust, both ethical and theological? What do we
learn about us humans? And
what do we learn about God?
Schubert: Since the Holocaust
was the consequence of a diabolical ideology, it can only be understood on the basis of Genesis 3
and 4. Nazism was initially welcomed by many Germans—for
example, for the elimination of
economic competition; just think
about Aryanization activities. As
in Genesis 4, the process ended in
planned murder.
Regarding humanity, we learn
that the Holocaust is an extreme
form of human susceptibility to
sin.
About God, we can only learn
something from Job and the
Jewish religious literature. In the

come far short of being able to
love my creation more than I love
it” (8:47). Even more articulate is
the Talmud in Menachot 29b (a
tradition from the third century
C.E.) which refers to the martyr’s
death of Rabbi Akiba, who had
expounded the Torah in an excellent manner. In terror Moses asks
for the meaning of all of this:
“‘Lord of the Universe,’ cried
Moses, ‘such Torah, and such a
reward!’ He replied, ‘Be silent, for
such is My decree.’” A supplement to this is found in ‘Abodah
Zarah 18a, which deals with the
martyr’s death of Chanina ben
Teradion. Even when he was on
the burning stakes he felt encouraged because his executioners had
wrapped him in the Scroll of the
Law. He replied to his disciples:
“The parchments are being burnt
but the letters are soaring on
high.”
In spite of all its diabolism and
inconceivability it must be clear
that the Holocaust is not God’s
last word to His people of witness,
Israel. If we Christians understand
ourselves also as Israel, then this is
also true for us. For this reason the
Christian churches developed
after the defeat of the Nazis a new
way of thinking in connection
with Romans 9-11. Now we speak
about the “covenant never
revoked by God” made with His
covenant people Israel. And
Winter 2002-03 / SHABBAT SHALOM 9

Christ created for all human
beings a new entry into this
covenant!
Shabbat Shalom: Why was
there a Christian anti-Semitic
ideology existing for two millennia? Is such an ideology
inherent in Christian theology
or is it superimposed? How has
Christian theological thinking
and teaching changed after the
Shoah?
Schubert: Anti-Semitism is
pre-Christian. Compare the book
of Esther and Daniel 3 and 6. The
strict monotheism in Jewish
thought was an offense for the
pagan world, which reacted to the
“Jewish unbelief ” in the ancient
gods with contempt.
Christianity developed as
Jewish Christianity in rivalry with
Judaism. The inner-Jewish
polemic within the Church was
taken as reason for the existing
anti-Semitic animosity among
the Gentile Christians. The
Christians understood themselves
as the sole heirs of the Old
Testament covenant people with
their promises, excluding the original covenant people. That way
the heathen anti-Semitism was
not overcome, but aggravated.
After the Holocaust the successionist “replacement theory” was
modified to a great extent and
therefore today we have the concept of the “covenant never
revoked by God.” Further conditions for such a new approach are
ecumenicalism and historical-critical exegesis, particularly in view
of the possible anti-Semitic interpretations of New Testament
texts. [Compare on this subject
matter Kurt Schubert, Jesus im
Lichte der Religionsgeschichte des
Judentums (Vienna: Heroldverlag,
1973)].
Shabbat Shalom: Let me take
up the theological aspect: If the
10 SHABBAT SHALOM / Winter 2002-03

covenant was never revoked by
God, then what theological role
does Christianity or the
Christian church play in relation to the covenant? In other
words, What is our biblical
identity in relation to God’s
chosen people, Israel?
Schubert: Christianity, in particular the death and resurrection
of Jesus, opened a new way to
God’s covenant with Abraham
and to the covenant at Sinai that
was not limited ethnically any
more. Judaism, as defined by its
religious tradition, has the task to
establish the eschatological reality
of salvation by means of the Law
from Sinai, the Torah. The

As Christians, we are
called to show solidarity
with Judaism.
Christian is integrated into this
task by his or her faith. Therefore
the request of the Lord’s Prayer is
a valid plea for both Jews and
Christians: Your kingdom come!
Shabbat Shalom: What do
you think of the revisionists
who say that the Holocaust
never took place?
Schubert: Those who deny the
Holocaust cannot be taken seriously as partners in discussion.
Where are then the 5-6 million
Jews if they had not been murdered? To confront idiots and liars
of this nature, just cast a quick
glance at the Reichsgesetzblatt,
the German Law Gazette.
In the Reichsgesetzblatt of
September 5, 1941, appeared a
police decree for the identification
of Jews in effect from September
1, 1941. The prohibition of
Jewish emigration followed on
October 23, 1941. It was the goal
of the Nazi rulers to make
Germany, and beyond it Europe,

judenrein, free of Jews. First they
tried to force the Jews to emigrate
by taking harassing measures
against them. How should it continue now in view of the emigration ban? The Reichsgesetzblatt
provides the right answer in the
“Eleventh decree to the civil law
of
the
Reich”
in
the
Reichsgesetzblatt of November 25,
1941. According to this decree
the German Jews had to pay the
costs for their own extermination:
“§1: A Jew who has his ordinary place of residence abroad
[since the Generalgouvernement,
the name given to the part of
occupied Poland that was not
incorporated into the Reich,
where the extermination camps
were located, was also considered
to be abroad, this law referred first
of all to deported Jews] cannot be
considered a German citizen. The
ordinary place of residence is
given if a Jew stays abroad under
circumstances which suggest that
he does not stay there only temporarily [applying for a later stay
in an extermination camp].
“§2: A Jew loses German citizenship, . . . if at a later time he
takes his ordinary place of residence abroad, with the transfer of
his ordinary place of residence
abroad.” [Since at the time of
issuing this law the prohibition of
Jewish emigration was already in
place for one month, this can
only concern further deportations.]
“§3: The property of the Jew
who loses German citizenship on
account of this decree falls with
the loss of citizenship to the
Reich. . . . This property is to support all purposes connected with
the solution of the Jewish question.”
This text does not need any
further comment.
Shabbat Shalom: Why is it

imperative to remember the
Holocaust?
Schubert: As long as antiSemitism remains a political reality—also among the Moslems!—
the remembrance of the
Holocaust is necessary and meaningful. It reminds of the diabolical
consequences that anti-Semitism
has if it is not faced, questioned
and correctly treated.
Shabbat Shalom: How should
we remember the Holocaust so
as not to make it a morbid and
unhealthy act? Do you have
practical suggestions?
Schubert: Remembering the
Holocaust and Holocaust memorial sites are an act of historical
research. As none can overcome
oneself, such remembering
belongs to the process of discovering one’s self. More particularly,
we need to clearly recognize that
Judaism cannot be understood
only by the general criteria. I call
this the sacred tragic of the Jewish
existence. Whenever Judaism
receives its equal right in our
world, it creates a problem for the
others who feel challenged
because they do not understand
Judaism from within. This is
already evident in the emancipation and assimilation movement
in the nineteenth century that
resulted in a rapid economic antiSemitism which found its deadly
consequence in the racial-biological, in the Final Solution of the
Jewish question.
In the thirties, the antiSemitists suggested to the Jews to
move to Palestine. The Zionists
took this request seriously and
thus emerged the problem
between Jews and Arabs. Today,
the anti-Semitists take offense at
the Zionists in Israel when they
have to push through their rights
to live in an Arab land.
Shabbat Shalom: Do you

have a particular story or a personal experience in relation to
the Holocaust event that you
could share with our readers to
make them think more deeply?
Schubert: As I was, according
to Nazi law, an Aryan, I do not
have any recollections of my own
regarding the Holocaust, though I
do have a package of memories of
the Nazi crimes and the Austrian
resistance against the Nazi occupation of Austria from 1938 to
1945.
I was completely taken aback
by what I experienced as a fifteenyear old in Vienna. The Nazis celebrated their victory—which in
fact was a military occupation of
Austria by the German army—

Only a true knowledge
of Judaism will be the
best and most effective
weapon against antiSemitic stereotypes.
with insolent slogans, which I do
not want to repeat here, and with
unscrupulous ani-Semitism, often
paired with vehement anticlericalism. After March 11, 1938, Jews
had to remove with nailbrush and
toothbrush the slogans for a public opinion poll that should have
been held on March 13 but could
not take place because of the
German invasion.
It became clear to me that as
Christians we are called to show
solidarity with Judaism. So I
began to study Hebrew and
Aramaic in 1941 to get to know
the Jewish sources in their originals and thereby to better understand Judaism. While studying, I
realized more and more that only
a true knowledge of Judaism will
be the best and most effective
weapon against anti-Semitic

stereotypes. Hence, I established
in 1959 the subject “Jewish studies” at the University of Vienna—
with the most energetic assistance
of Dr. Heinrich Drimmel, then
the Minister of Education—
which in 1966 grew into the
“Institute for Jewish Studies.”
And in 1972 I founded the
Austrian Jewish Museum in
Eisenstadt on the initiative of Dr.
Fred Sinowatz, then the
Burgenland regional government’s
cultural representative and later
chancellor of the Republic of
Austria.
Shabbat Shalom: In his moving speech to the German
Bundestag on January 27, 1998,
Yehuda Bauer sharply observed
that “the most horrible thing
about the Shoah is in fact not
that the Nazis were inhuman—
the most horrible thing about it
is that they were indeed human,
just as human as you and I are.”
Is another Holocaust still possible? What would prevent it?
Schubert: In a world stigmatized by peccatum originale, original sin, there is no evil that could
not be repeated. The Holocaust
was only the most concrete
expression so far. However, with
modern means even such a horrible event could be surpassed.

*This interview was prepared and
conducted by Friedrich Wagner and
Martin Pröbstle.
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Hebrew Scriptures

The Curse on the Jews
Jacques B. Doukhan

F

ateful words were
pronounced by the
small crowd of Jews
gathered in the Praetorium: “His
blood be on us and on our children” (Matthew 27:25). This
curse has often been used by
Christians to promote the idea
that the Jews were rejected by
God, and therefore to justify antiSemitism. The effect of this curse
has thus been moved beyond the
actual event of the crucifixion,
down through the centuries that
follow through to the Crusades,
the Inquisition, the Holocaust,
and forever.
The argument of the curse has
ignored not only the immediate
context of the gospel story, but
also the general biblical context of
curses, as well as the biblical view
of theodicy.
According to the testimony of
the Gospels, this curse was pro12 SHABBAT SHALOM / Winter 2002-03

nounced by a small group of Jews,
under the initiative and pressure
of the chief priests who were ultimately responsible for it
(Matthew 27:20). The book of
Acts confirms this version of the
facts, since the chief priests,

Defenders of the
Rejection Theory [are]
more zealous than
God Himself.
responding to Peter’s testimony
about Christ, allude to that curse
upon themselves: “You . . . intend
to bring this Man’s blood upon
us” (Acts 5:28). Only the high
priests were (or will be) affected
by the curse they initiated. For
only the high priests were “politically” threatened by this Messiah
who was “to bring an end to the
sacrifices” and hence to the legiti-

macy of their leadership. As for
the rest of the people, if we believe
Jesus Himself, we know that they
did not know. This is why Jesus
Himself implored God’s forgiveness: “Father, forgive them, for
they do not know what they do”
(Luke 23:34). Too often this final
supplication is forgotten when we
refer to the curse on those Jews.
And yet, which one of these two
prayers was the most worthy to be
heard and answered, the “prayer”
of these few ignorant and
deceived Jews, or the prayer of the
Son of God on the cross?
In fact, the idea of a curse that
pursues the Jews throughout the
ages contradicts the biblical teaching of curses. For it also calls into
question the character of the historical God and His compassion:
“The Lord is longsuffering and
abundant in mercy, forgiving
iniquity and transgressions”

(Numbers 14:18). This does not
mean God does not take iniquity
seriously and tolerates it. For the
same text continues, “He by no
means clears the guilty, visiting
the iniquity of the fathers on the
children to the third and fourth
generation.” In other words, the
curses of God do not (they should
not) go beyond the fourth generation at the most. Yet the defenders
of the Rejection Theory, more
zealous than God Himself (and
therefore replacing Him), have
carried the curse into the gas
chambers of Auschwitz.
The idea that the suffering of
the Jews is evidence of the curse
and of their sin contradicts the
biblical view of theodicy, which is
more nuanced and “human.”
Indeed, along with the curses
found in the book of
Deuteronomy that sketch the
clear-cut
framework
of
covenant—if you obey, you will
be blessed and happy; if you disobey, you will be cursed and
unhappy—the Bible also includes
the book of Job and the story of
the crucifixion in the New
Testament. These examples alert
us to any kind of theology that
uses the suffering of a person as
proof of God’s judgment and evi-

dence of their guilt. Job’s defense
against his three (four) friends and
Jesus’ cry on the cross should help
us understand that suffering, the
Holocaust, AIDS, tragic accidents, and the crucifixion of Jesus
are not necessarily proof that the
victim has sinned. If the principle
is true that sin leads to suffering
and to God’s reproach, the reverse
is not automatically valid: the suffering of a person does not indicate
this person has committed a crime
and is rejected by God. The suffering of the Jews does not mean

“Human iniquity is
enough; don’t involve
God in it!”
that they are guilty and have been
rejected by God. That the Jews
were the victims of the Holocaust
does not mean that they were
under a curse because they had
rejected Jesus. In fact, a good
number of these Jews were also
Christians who had accepted Jesus
in their hearts.1 They were not
victimized because of their beliefs,
their politics, or their military or
social threat, but simply because
of who or what others imagined
them to be.”2 In fact, the verdict

of Jewish guilt as a result of their
suffering is all the more suspect
when it is carried along by professed Christians who have been
the perpetrators of that very suffering. They use it as a divine justification for their crime of indifference.3 The evocation of God in
that context is indecent. As Jules
Isaac put it: “Human iniquity is
enough; don’t involve God in it!”4
1

See Johanna R. Dobschiner, Selected
to Live (Old Tappan, NJ: Revell, 1973);
Rose Warmer and Myrna Grant, The
Journey: The Story of Rose Warmer’s
Triumphant Discovery (Wheaton, IL:
Tyndale, 1978); etc.
2

Rabbi Lester Bronstein, “Belief in
the Human Spirit,” in Sacred Intentions,
ed. Kerry M. Olitzky and Lori Forman
(Woodstock, VT: Jewish Lights, 1999),
p. 137; emphasis supplied.
3

As Ellen White put it: “The heathen
and those called Christians, alike have
been their foes. Those professed
Christians, in their zeal for Christ,
whom the Jews crucified, thought that
the more suffering they could bring
upon them, the better would God be
pleased” (Early Writings [Washington,
DC: Review and Herald, 1945], pp.
212-213).
4
Jules Isaac, Genèse de l’Antisémitisme:
Essai historique (Paris: Calmann-Lévy,
1956), p. 172.

Rabbinic Wisdom
“He who is cruel to the compassionate ends by
being compassionate to the cruel.”
(Midrash Shmuel, 18)
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Roots

Holocaust and the New
Testament:
Is There Any Connection?

I

n the recent Christian
and Jewish interchanges a controversial issue has emerged that ignited
a passionate discussion between
representatives of both sides: Are
the roots of the Holocaust to be
found in the New Testament? Are
the New Testament’s teachings and
writings the very source that gave
birth to Christian anti-Semitism,
causing the uncountable atrocities
perpetrated by the Christian
Church, Christian countries, or
Christian fellows against the Jews?
Is the undying and unspeakable
hatred against the Jews, fostered by
so many Christians throughout
history, a New Testament offspring? Different and opposite
answers have been given to these
troubling questions.
In one side, we can find a group
of Jews and Christians who see a
direct line of connection between
the New Testament, Christian
anti-Semitism, and the Holocaust.
In his book The Crucified Jew:
Twenty Centuries of Christian AntiSemitism, Rabbi Dan CohnSherbok traces the history of
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Reinaldo Siqueira
Professor of Hebrew Scriptures
Christian anti-Semitism from New
Testament times to the present. In
part two of his book, he deals with
the theme of “Anti-Judaism in the
New Testament,” arguing that it
was the Christians and their
Church who have initiated and
condoned anti-Semitism, and that
it started with the New Testament
deep distrust of the tradition into
which Christ himself was born.1

The New Testament
was written completely
outside the polemics
between Judaism and
Christianity.
On this same line, a strong and
direct charge is made by Shmuel
Golding, of the Jerusalem Institute
of Biblical Polemics. For him, it is
clear that the “root cause of
Christian anti-Semitism . . . lies in
the New Testament itself,” and
that “its fruits have been plucked
and digested by Christians from
the earliest times until the present

day.” He continues, stating that
“there are numerous verses found
in the New Testament which have
caused the blood of countless Jews
to be shed throughout history,”
and that “these anti-Semitic statements were and still are the principal cause of all persecutions,
oppressions and pogroms in which
Jews have suffered.” After quoting
a number of New Testament texts,
which in his view are anti-Semitic,
Golding says that “these vicious
and treacherous New Testament
teachings” have giving the impression of the Jews as “degenerate and
cruel and that they are a deicide
race.” He also quotes some
“Christians ‘saints’ and leaders” (as
Origen, St. Jerome, St. Augustine,
Luther, and others) in order to
show how the New Testament
teachings
were
perpetrated
throughout history. He closes his
argument stating that “any Jew
who can pay homage to the New
Testament or allow himself to
believe in it, is, in my opinion in
the same category as a Jew who
tries to justify Hitler’s Mein Kampf
or, as one who covers up for the

deeds of the Nazis.”2
Some Christians have also
adopted a similar point of view.
For Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza
and David Tracy, “Christian biblical theology must recognize that its
articulation of anti-Judaism in the
New Testament . . . generated the
unspeakable sufferings of the
Holocaust.” The Methodists A.
Roy Eckardt and Alice Eckardt
wrote that within the “New
Testament . . . the defamation of
the Jewish people . . . constitutes in
and of itself an incitement to corporate murder.” As for the
Catholic
theologian
David
Efroymson, there is a “direct line”
from the New Testament “to the
Holocaust.” The British minister
James Parkes stated that “it is dishonest henceforth to refuse to face
the fact that the basic root of modern antisemitism lies squarely in
the Gospels and the rest of the
New Testament.”3
On the other side of the debate,
there is a group of Jews and
Christians who see no connection
between the New Testament and
the Holocaust. In his book Hated
Without a Cause, Christian theologian Graham Keith argued against
seeing the New Testament as the
origin point of anti-Semitism. In
the first chapter of the book, he
started his argument by tracing
back the origins of literary antiSemitism to the Hellenistic literature of the third and second centuries B.C.E. that reflected the
conflicts and tensions that
occurred in Egypt between the
Jewish and Greek populations.
Hence, anti-Semitism is anterior to
the New Testament and did not
start with it. Further on in the
book, he maintained that the New
Testament passages should not be
taken out of their context, and that
one should be careful in differentiating between anti-Semitism,
which is an antipathy to a specific
people based on race, and Jesus
and the apostles’ opposition to
Judaism, which is a religious attitude toward a reconstruction of

Old Testament faith in Rabbinical
Judaism. He concluded by saying
that “the charge, therefore, that
anti-Semitism is embedded in the
New Testament is false. Certainly,
if sections of the New Testament
are read superficially or without
due regard to the full context, they
may well provide scope for those
who come looking for additional
fuel to fan the flames of antiSemitic prejudice which has
already been started for very different reasons. Sadly, the church has
been guilty of misreading its own
Scriptures at this very point.”4
In a similar line of thought,
New Testament scholar Veselin

the Dead Sea Scrolls, New
Testament polemics are much
more controlled and circumspect.5
For Robert Vasholz, the New
Testament speaks of God’s people
problems with the same terms and
language used in the Hebrew Bible
by Moses and the prophets.
Indeed, when compared, the writers of the Hebrew Bible have more
strong and rough lines against their
fellow Israelites than the New
Testament writers. Vasholz asks the
question why no one accuses
Moses or the prophets of being
“anti-Jewish.” For him, the reason
is that we recognize there is “an
intra-Jewish religious tension in

The Christian Church and the Christian tradition
have profoundly projected the roots of their antiSemitism over the New Testament and developed it
into a complex system of theological interpretation,
religious teaching and preaching.
Kesich wrote that anti-Semitism
had its source in the pagan and
Roman world prior to the rise of
Christianity. As an example, he
mentions the well-documented
riots that erupted in the city of
Alexandria in the 30s C.E., when
the pagan populace of the city, out
of resentments for the Jewish influence in the city’s affairs, attacked
its Jewish inhabitants, looting their
houses and burning them out, in a
form of a classic pogrom.
Furthermore, for Kesich, the
charge that the New Testament is
anti-Semitic comes from the perspective of a reading that takes the
New Testament out of its historical
context. In the New Testament,
one does not find tension and
polemics between two religions
(Judaism and Christianity), but
between two Jewish groups
(Pharisees and Christians mainly,
and usually in the post-Jamnia era)
concerning their views of Jewish
truth and faithfulness to the God
of Israel. When compared with the
intra-Jewish polemics present in

attempt to aid Israel toward the
goal of her high calling, not to proclaim Israel as the worst people on
earth.” For Vasholz, we must
approach the New Testament in
the same light, for the Gospels
were written within the context of
Judaism.6
Officially, the Catholic Church
has seen the problem in a light
quite different from the two positions depicted above. The Vatican
document about the Holocaust,
“We remember: A Reflection on
the Shoah,” issued in 1998, sees
the reason for the long history of
anti-Semitism, not in the Church
but in the Christian world and its
erroneous interpretation of the
New Testament. Quoting Pope
John Paul II, it states: “In the
Christian world—I do not say on
the part of the Church as such—
erroneous and unjust interpretations of the New Testament
regarding the Jewish people and
their alleged culpability have circulated for too long, engendering
feelings of hostility toward this
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people.” The document continues,
stating that “such interpretations
of the New Testament have been
totally and definitively rejected by
the Second Vatican Council.” The
document further differentiates
between anti-Semitism, which was
characteristic of the Nazi regime,
based on theories contrary to the
constant teaching of the Church
on the unity of the human race
and the equal dignity of all races
and peoples, and the long-standing
sentiments of mistrust and hostility that “we call anti-Judaism, of
which unfortunately, Christians
also have been guilty.” So, while
the Christian world and many
Christians have been guilty of antiJudaism, anti-Semitism, that culminated in the Holocaust, is a
product of the National Socialist
ideology. This ideology, in itself,
was not a Christian phenomena
but a neo-pagan ideology of the
Nazi State. This state was against
the Church, did not recognized
any transcendent reality as the
source of life and the criterion of
moral good, arrogated to itself an
absolute status and determined to
remove the very existence of the
Jewish people. “The Shoah was the
work of a thoroughly modern neopagan regime. Its anti-Semitism
had its roots outside of
Christianity and, in pursuing its
aims, it did not hesitate to oppose
the Church and persecute her
members also.”7
Troubling as they can be, the
questions posed in the beginning
of this article require from all of us,
Jews and Christians, to face some
basic issues that are essential
toward the search for answers.
First of all, we need to recognize
that the New Testament was written completely outside the
polemics between Judaism and
Christianity that emerged from the
end of the second and throughout
the third centuries C.E. The complete history and teachings of the
New Testament occurred still
inside the Judaism of the time, and
their major actors never thought of
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themselves as being anything but
Jews (see, for example, the statements of Paul at the end of his life
in Acts 22:2; 23:6; 28:20; Romans
9:1-5; 11:1). The understanding of
the Jewish nature of the New
Testament is essential, for, as stated
by the Jewish French scholar
André Chouraqui, “any reading of
the New Testament, there included
the Paulinian [sic] corpus, underlines the unity of the Hebrews’
spiritual and cultural universe, and
erases the barriers that religious
rivalry, deepened by the great
tragedies of history, have constructed between the Jewish world
and the Christian world.”8
Second, we must recognize that
the Christian Church and the
Christian tradition, and not only
some Christians or the Christian
world, have profoundly projected
the roots of their anti-Semitism
over the New Testament and developed it into a complex system of
theological interpretation, religious
teaching and preaching. This system has become an integrative part
of Christian thought and life
throughout the centuries until
nowadays. These anti-Semitic offshoots are not natural to the New
Testament, indeed they come from
another origin, but they have overtaken the New Testament so
strongly that for most Christians
and Jews they are one and the
same. Its offsprings are the countless hatred, persecution and all
kind of evils perpetrated through
these many past centuries, there
included, for sure, the Holocaust.
The recognition of these two
fundamental and opposite realities—the Jewish intrinsic nature of
the New Testament, and the traditional anti-Semitic roots that have
overtaken the Christian understanding of it—can only lead us,
men and women of goodwill on
both sides, to strive to liberate ourselves from the spiritual “prison”
generated by the foreign roots, and
look for the life-giving sap that can
flow only from the real roots of
God’s given word.
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News

From Israel
Yom HaShoah ’03
Amram Elofer
Jerusalem, Israel

60th Anniversary of the Warsaw
Ghetto Uprising
This year, 2003, the Holocaust
Remembrance Day marks the
60th anniversary of the Warsaw
Ghetto uprising. As early as
August 1942, German plans to
exterminate all Jews in the territories under their control were
known and communicated to the
Allied powers. During the summer of 1942 alone, some 300,000
Jews had been deported from the
Warsaw ghetto to their deaths.
This was also the period when
German cities were being bombed
day and night by British and
American planes; Von Paulus had
surrendered at Stalingrad, and
Rommel’s forces had been defeated at El Alamein, inspiring
Churchill’s statement that this
was not the end, nor even the
beginning of the end, but it was
“the end of the beginning.” An
Allied victory over the Axis forces

was certain. Even so, the Nazi
program for the elimination of all
Jews continued to be implemented unhindered by any Allied
intervention.
Israeli Arabs and Jews Visit
Auschwitz Together
In May 2003, a group of some
150 prominent Israeli Arabs and
an equal number of Jews from
Israel journeyed to Poland and
visited the Auschwitz-Birkenau
concentration camp. Joined by
some 200 French Arabs and Jews,
this is the largest group of Arabs
ever to have visited the camp.
With renewed violence since the
end of 2000 continuing, one of
the organizers of the trip said the
aim was to unite with the Jewish
people in their history and suffering and to feel “the pain of the
other side.” In preparation, the
Arab participants attended a seminar at Yad Vashem, which ended

with an address by a Holocaust
survivor, a study meeting in the
Ghetto
Fighters’
House
Holocaust Museum, and two
weekend seminars with their
Jewish colleagues.
Annual March of the Living
The President of Israel, Moshe
Katsav led 3,000 Jews from
around the world in the annual
March of the Living at the
Auschwitz-Birkenau
complex
where 1,613,455 human beings,
1,433,405 of them Jews, were
sent between 1940 and 1945.
Almost one-and-a-half million
(1,471,595 of whom 1,352,980
were Jews) were murdered there
(according to the Centre de
Documentation Juive Contemporaine in Paris). Polish President
Alexsander Kwasniweski also
attended and said that Poland was
obliged to keep alive the memory
of the Holocaust as a warning for
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future generations. Norman
Fradman, now 72, whose mother
and sister were killed at Majdanek
in eastern Poland, also took part
in the march. He said that he had
never spoken about the Shoah
until 1988. As he grew older, the
memories weighed more and
more heavily on his mind to the
extent that he now travels around
Florida talking to students about
his experiences.
Megillat HaShoah–The Shoah
Scroll
The Schechter Institute of
Jewish Studies in Jerusalem has
published the first liturgical text
designed to commemorate the
Holocaust. The text, Megillat
HaShoah (the Shoah Scroll) took
four years to complete. It is written in Hebrew and English and is
intended to enhance the commemoration of the day. With
those who lived through the years

of the Shoah aging and becoming
fewer in number, and Holocaust
deniers becoming more numerous, it is becoming ever more
important that the text be available to all.
Yad Vashem Anniversary
This year also marks the 50th
anniversary of the founding of
Yad Vashem, the Holocaust
Martyrs’
and
Heroes’
Remembrance Authority. To
mark its Jubilee year, the museum
is constructing a new complex
expected to open in September
2004. Defense Minister Shaul
Mofaz opened a walkway linking
Mount Herzl Military Cemetery
and Yad Vashem on April 27. The
museum is also compiling a list of
the names of victims of the
Holocaust that will be available
worldwide on the Internet. Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon read the
names of Jewish children from

pre-state Palestine who were
trapped while they were on visits
to Europe and died in extermination camps and ghettos.
Remembrance day is not only for
those who died, for the heroes of
war and for those who believed in
a better future, it is also a day to
remember the God-given dignity
of humanity, created in His
image. In the plaza fronting the
Western Wall in Jerusalem are six
torches, each with a letter spelling
out
the
Hebrew
word
YIZKOR–Remember.

“The one who does not remember history
is bound to live through it again.”
(George Santayana)
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News

Theology, Ethics, Religion
and Holocaust

T

he Center for
A d v a n c e d
Holocaust Studies
of the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum, in conjunction with the Committee on
Church Relations and the
Holocaust of the United States
Holocaust Memorial Council,
sponsored the 2003 Winter
Seminar for Professors Teaching
Holocaust-Related Courses, titled
“Theology, Ethics, Religion and
Holocaust,” from January 13 to 17,
2003, at the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum,
Washington, D.C. The seminar
was taught by John T. Pawlikowski,
Professor of Social Ethics and
Director of Catholic Jewish Studies
at Catholic Theological Union in
Chicago. He was assisted by
Professor Stephen R. Haynes from
the Department of Religious
Studies at Rhodes College,
Memphis, Tennessee. Both have
published numerous books and
articles in academic journals.
The sixteen seminar participants were a diverse group, ranging from recent Ph.D. graduates
to senior professors. Two of them
were children of Holocaust survivors. In their classrooms, they
teach history, theology, philoso-

John Jovan Markovic
phy, Judaic studies, church history, religious studies, sociology,
law, political science, eugenics,
and so forth. In their personal
beliefs, some identified with
Judaism, others with Catholicism
or Lutheranism. Other participants were Baptists, Presbyterians,
one Seventh-day Adventist, one
Platonist, and still others noncommited.
Some of the major issues the
seminar addressed were: 1) the
nature and character of each, antiJudaism and antisemitism; 2) how
we relate anti-Judaism to antisemitism and Nazism; 3) ethics in
Christianity; 4) Nazi ethics; 5) ethical issues essential for our contemporary society; 6) fear as a factor in
Christian response during antiJudaism and the Holocaust; 7) the
politics behind the Concordat of
July 1933; 8) the role of the Pope
immediately before, during and
after the Holocaust; 9) Pius XII
and the Church as a moral voice;
10) the role of John XXIII and
Vatican II; 11) Pedagogy of the
Holocaust; 12) the presence or
absence of God in the Holocaust;
13) how common was the resistance to the Nazis and willingness
to help the Jews; 14) the churchstate issues in Nazi Germany; and

15) a comparison of works of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Martin
Luther and Augustine of Hippo.
There was also a session devoted to
organizing a class syllabus. A special
feature of the seminar was a personal story by a Holocaust survivor,
Flora M. Singer.
The last session, lasting almost
two hours, was devoted to a discussion of the role of transcendent historical principles in our contemporary society and education. A
remark was made earlier in the
seminar, in connection with the
discussion of Nazi ethics, that there
are absolute ethical and moral principles overriding cultural boundaries. This triggered a debate
among the participants that led to a
decision to devote the last session
of the seminar to this important
topic. The last session concluded
with realizing that serious problems
still existed in Christian theology,
and that these should be addressed
soon. Another remark responded
that if we were to rewrite Christian
theology, then it should be done in
the presence of God, on the
grounds of Dachau and Auschwitz,
and done by both Jews and
Christians.
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Viewpoint

From Contempt for the Law
of God to the Holocaust
John Jovan Markovic
Professor of History

T

he first step in
recognizing
the
effect of Christian
theology behind the extent of the
Holocaust is, of course, to learn
about the history of ecclesiastical
hatred and contempt for the Jews
and Jewishness. The Nazi project,
the “Final Solution,” would have
never succeeded to the extent that
it did had it not been for the
widespread willingness of the
Christian masses across Europe to
collaborate with the Nazis, and
had it not been for the Christian
bystanders who selfishly rationalized away the “fate of the Jews” as
preordained by God Himself. The
Holocaust occurred among those
who were under the tutelage of
the Church for some two thousand years. Also, it happened
among those who boasted of the
greatest civilization ever—
Western Civilization. History
shows that Catholics, Orthodox,
Lutherans and other Christians
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actively helped and supported the
Nazi project to rid their respective
communities of the Jews. That
Christians could have thwarted
and foiled Hitler’s plans is best
seen in the open opposition to
Nazism in Denmark, Belgium,
the Netherlands, the small village
of Le Chambon-sur-Lignon in
southern France and a few other
places. Indeed, a number of
Christians did risk their lives and
help save the Jews, but these
Christians were far outnumbered
by those who collaborated with
the Nazis. Too many Christians
straddled the fence, having no
courage to stand up to evil. There
were even those who did stand up
to the Nazis, but wished the Jews
away. Among the spiritual leaders,
the clergy collaborating with the
Nazis across Europe far outnumbered the clergy rescuing the Jews.
There was hardly a Christian
denomination which did not have
among its clergy and its member-

ship those who deemed Hitler a
God-sent savior from communism, socialism, liberalism,
Zionism and the evils and vices of
the modern world. A number of
leading clergy even joined the
National Socialist Party.
I cannot stress enough the
importance for contemporary
Christianity to examine the history of the two-thousand-years-long
ecclesiastical hatred and contempt
for the Jews. Ignorance of this
subject is extremely detrimental
to Christian life. Intellectual laziness, deliberate avoidance or procrastination to learn about it, or
giving it a low priority in personal and public education, precludes
and forestalls Christians from seriously reassessing their theology. I
believe this reassessment is necessary. Christianity today is in a
serious crisis, and to deny this crisis is in itself a serious problem.
The Holocaust did not bring
about this crisis, but rather

exposed it. The Holocaust forces
Christians to face the ugly side of
their theology. Again, the objective here is not to trash Christian
theology as a whole, but to seriously reassess and, if possible,
remove those tenets which are foreign and damaging to Christians,
Jews, and the rest of humanity.
It takes will and a moral capacity to study the history of ecclesiastical hatred and contempt for
the Jews and Jewishness. To study
it for the sole purpose of merely
knowing what happened, however, is not enough. As a matter of
fact, to retell the history of ecclesiastical hatred and contempt for
the Jews is altogether troubling.
To retell the history of the
Holocaust is even more depressing. I have students who have difficulties handling the Holocaust
course emotionally and psychologically. The study of this lamentable part of Christian history
ought to enhance our capacity to
self-reflect, to attain spiritual discernment and to act against evil.
No other major religion of the
world—Judaism,
Hinduism,
Buddhism or Islam—has departed and deviated from its original
foundation
as
much
as
Christianity. Whether that departure has been for better or worse
can be best judged by the results it
produced. The real Great Schism
did not take place in 1054
(between the Eastern Orthodox
and Western Catholic Christians),
or in 1378 (between the Italian
cardinals around Urban VI and
the French cardinals around
Clement VII), or in 1517 (when
Martin Luther supposedly nailed
his 95 Theses to the doors of the
Wittenberg Chapel, thus starting
in earnest the Protestant
Reformation). All of these schisms
pale in comparison to the Real
Great Schism that was brought

about by the work of the secondcentury Patristic Fathers and that
took the Church away from the
Synagogue and cleansed it of
Jewishness. We would not be far
from the target if we took the
publication of Justin Martyr’s
works The First Apology and The
Dialogue with Trypho as the time
the Real Great Schism took place.
That is not to say that Justin
Martyr was the only figure. Other
Patristic Fathers made their own
contribution to the “getaway” too.
That the second-century
Church became different from
the Apostolic Church, known as
The Way (Acts 9:2; 19:9, 23; 22:4;
24:22), is well attested to by two
leading scholars. Stephen G.
Wilson sees the period from 70 to
170 C.E. as “the tunnel period,
where things looked one way at
the beginning and rather different
at the end.”1 J. N. D. Kelly, speaking of the teachings of the New
Testament, states that “the difference of atmosphere becomes
immediately apparent as one
crosses from the apostolic to the
post-apostolic age.”2
What makes Justin Martyr
stand out among the second-century Patristic Fathers is his intellectual and literary skill to pull
together the defense of Christian
beliefs, the refutation of nonChristian teachings and numerous anti-Jewish diatribes, in a systematic and rational manner. He
did all of it by using the very writings of his opposition. In The
Dialogue with Trypho, by quoting,
misquoting and freely quoting
from the Hebrew Scriptures (the
Christian Old Testament), Justin
provided the Christians with an
argument well packed with hateful theological rational. His focus
was on the “Jewish” law. In one
sweep, Justin rationally “proved:”
1) that the “burdensome” Law of

Moses [read, the Law of God]
given at Sinai was for the Jews
alone; 2) that neither Abraham
nor other Patriarchs lived under
the Law of Moses; 3) that the Law
of Moses was abrogated with
Christ; 4) that the Christians do
not and should not live under the
Law of Moses but under the New
Law which is Christ; 5) that the
Christians live in a new dispensation under the New Testament
which is, again, Christ; 6) that the
Jews never really understood, nor
presently
understand,
the
Scriptures, which was given to
them under Moses and the
Prophets but now is properly
understood by the Christians; and
7) that it is therefore the Christian
Church which is the true Israel.
Justin’s argument that God
gave the Law to the Jews alone is
devious and, most of all, underhanded. It reveals hatred for both
the Jews as a people and the
Torah. It also set a tone for
Christian theology. As far as the
Jewish people are concerned, it
became a major factor in the
future definition of the Jews as
human beings. By singling out the
Jews as the people who alone were
in need for God to step in and
issue laws and precepts that would
supposedly rein in their inherent
proclivity to sin, Justin laid a
foundation for the future antisemitic argument that Jews are by
nature a different kind of beings
than the rest of humanity. Justin
says that the Jews have a natural
tendency toward the worship of
idols. God, according to Justin,
imposed circumcision and the
sabbaths upon the Jews so they
would not stray too far away.
Circumcision was imposed to
mark them for retributive punishment. Since God in His foreknowledge knew that the Jews
would crucify Christ, He predesWinter 2002-03 / SHABBAT SHALOM 21

tined them to suffer alone of all
the peoples of the earth. The Jews,
according to Justin, are not able to
repent of sin, are wicked and
ungrateful, foolish, dull and stupid. They are also instigators of
evil rumors against the Christians,
and are to be blamed for the suffering of the Christians and other
peoples. This lie played exceptionally well in the ears of Christians
who were undergoing persecution
by the Roman authorities. The
Jews, Justin says, are mired in sin,
and are sick of spiritual disease.
They do not grasp the truth, lack
faith, and do not understand the
Scriptures—and the tirade goes
on.
In the process of defending
Christianity, Justin articulated a
set of Christian tenets which no
other Christian apologist could
outdo later. Every single tenet of
Christian anti-Jewish theology of
the Middle Ages—that the Jews
do not and cannot understand the
Scriptures, have a natural proclivity to sin, killed Christ, are cursed,
are rejected by God, predestined
and marked for punishment, and
so forth, and because of that are
replaced by the Christians as the
true spiritual Israel, is found in
the two works of Justin. Those
who followed suit after Justin
(Irenaeus, Origen, Tertullian,
John Chrysostom, Augustine,
Ambrose, and others) honed and
polished the tenets Justin himself
had already created. None of
them added any new tenet to
Justin’s anti-Jewish philosophy;
they only elaborated upon them
and adapted them to the current
conditions of their own world.
The Patristic Fathers—Justin
Martyr in particular—changed
the course of Christian theology
in several ways: 1) they rejected
the authority of the Torah; 2)
developed a doctrine that the
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Church replaced the Synagogue;
and, worst of all, 3) opened the
door for pagan hatred and contempt for Judaism and the Jews to
freely flood Christian theology.
Having said this, we should note
that, by the grace of God, in the
midst of all this, the Church nevertheless did preserve the belief of
the full humanity and divinity of
Jesus Christ and the doctrine of
salvation by grace as originally
proclaimed by the Apostles.
This denial of the authority of
the Torah necessitated a new
source of authority. Thus came
into being the so-called “replacement theory.” Whereas Paul and
the Apostles saw Jesus the Christ
to be the final authority—one
who both gave and fulfilled the
Law given at Sinai—Justin placed
the authority in his “philosophical” Christ who abrogated and
annulled the Law of Moses. Soon
after Justin, another Church
Father, Irenaeus, argued in his
works that truth and the rule of
authority in teaching is in the
church in Rome.3 This theological-philosophical shift largely
explains the long-time presence of
the ecclesiastical hatred and contempt for Judaism and the Jews in
the Church’s teachings. Having
usurped the right to judge on
moral issues, and having severed
its roots from Judaism, the
Church found itself needing to
continually define its relationship
with Judaism. That the Torah was
considered taboo is best seen in
light of the fact that even when
individual Jews converted to
Christianity, they were still suspected of secretly observing the
Torah. It was not enough for the
Church that a Jew be baptized in
public. A converted Jew was
always under watch. By the thirteenth century, the Church was
claiming full and unchallenged

authority to interpret and decide
what was right and what was
wrong in religious, social and even
political matters. The negation of
the Law of God was a practical
necessity for the survival of the
Church as both an ecclesiastical
and a political force.
Soon after the Edict of Milan
(313), which ended the persecution of Christians, Christianity
became the official religion of the
Roman Empire. As new barbarian
warlords were establishing their
new kingdoms on the rubble of
the collapsed western parts of the
Empire, the new kings and the
Church decided that a mutual
support would be of benefit to
both. Thus, hand in hand, the
Church and the kings worked
together in converting the barbarian peoples. The Church was
determined to stamp out all heresies, such as Arianism. Legislation
became the major venue to constrain and outlaw Jewish life. Both
the Theodosian (fifth century)
and Justinian Codes (sixth century) are full of anti-Jewish decrees
and edicts. The Visigothic Code
(seventh century) was especially
vicious, aiming directly at
Judaism and the Torah itself. The
Jews, who usually lived in major
cities, were a continual reminder
of the true roots of Christianity—
the roots the Church was also
continually denying. The first
major effort on the part of the
Church and the state to eradicate
Judaism occurred in the Visigoth
Kingdom (modern Spain), in late
seventh century. If it were not for
the Muslims who destroyed the
Visigoth Kingdom in 711, the
Jews in Iberia would have perished. At the end of the eleventh
century, in conjunction with the
First Crusade, the Jews were
severely persecuted and murdered. In a medieval world where

the powerful and wealthy cheated
and even killed each other, where
both exploited the poor, where
there was a power struggle
between the Church in Rome, the
powerful bishops throughout
Europe, and the princes and the
kings, the Jews were used, abused
and at the end persecuted and
killed. The pogrom became the
most convenient way to cancel
long-overdue loans to Jewish merchants (the Jews were allowed to
charge usury, whereas Christians
were not).
Both the Renaissance and the
Reformation movements did little
to change anti-Jewish attitudes
and beliefs among the Christians.
Martin Luther, the man who
stands as the herald of the
Reformation, produced probably
the most vicious and vulgar
attacks put to print against the
Jews. They were so vicious that
even Hitler admired them and
fully incorporated them into his
own propaganda platform against
the Jews. The gradual growth in
numbers and economic power of
a liberal urban class, starting in
the fourteenth century, and consequently the emergence of the
nation-states, gave hope to the
Jews of emancipation. It came to
being only in September 1791,
during the French Revolution.
The anti-Jewish attitudes and
beliefs were so deeply ingrained
into the minds of the public that
even the “enlightened” philosophers of the eighteenth century,
who were in general anticlerical,
struggled with how to treat the
Jews in their new world. The
notion that a baptized Jew cannot
be expected to truly become
Christian changed into one where
a Jew cannot truly be expected to
be loyal to a nation.
In the nineteenth century central and eastern Europe, where the

concept of nation embodied ethnicity and religion, the issue of
loyalty became even more acute:
How can a Jew who is loyal to
Mosaic Laws be loyal to the modern state, a nation-state that was,
for example, both German and
Christian or Russian and
Orthodox or Croatian and
Catholic? This new development
added the ethnic and racial component to the already existing
ecclesiastical hatred and contempt
for Jews. The nineteenth century,
like the second, produced a major
shift in redefining the relationship
of the Jews to the Christian population. In the second century, the
shift was basically philosophical
and theological; in the nineteenth, it was philosophical and
scientific. One of the most
notable characteristics of the nineteenth-century intellectual elite
was a desire to appear and sound
“scientific.” To be known as a Jewhater seemed vulgar, medieval,
primitive, religious. So, Wilhelm
Marr, a German journalist and an
enemy of the Jews, coined a more
respectable term—anti-Semitism.
Overnight, the old ecclesiastical
hatred and contempt for the Jews
became anti-Semitism, an ism
pretending to be an intellectual
philosophical system equal to, for
example, liberalism, nationalism,
socialism, communism, and so
forth. It was a new philosophical
system where ecclesiastical hatred
and contempt for the Jews
merged with modern racism. We
historians call this nineteenthcentury development antisemitism.
The Church was not prepared
to deal with this new development and under the pressure of its
own previous anti-Jewish traditions many among the clergy succumbed to antisemitism. The
Nazis added their own ideas, but

in general built upon alreadyexisting anti-Jewish sentiments.
What enabled the Nazis to murder almost six million Jews was:
new technology which helped in
mass propaganda and in collecting information about the whereabouts of the Jews; a state-sponsored bureaucratic administrative
structure; and, most of all, antisemitism. The Christian Church,
whose theology claimed that there
is indeed evil, failed to stand up to
it.4
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Viewpoint

Painful Remembrance:

Adventists and Jews in the
Third Reich*
Daniel Heinz
Director of the European Seventh-day Adventists Archives
in Friedensau, Germany

W

hy
were
Adventists silent
about the persecutions of Jews at the time of the
Nazi regime? Why were they not
ready to protest publicly? Until
today the Adventist world church
leaders have not made a confession of guilt in regard to the persecution and extermination of
Jews in the Nazi era. Is there,
maybe, no awareness of guilt?
Though Christians are certainly
not directly responsible for the
Shoah, the climate of antiSemitism, latently present in the
churches, induced them not to
take a collective stand against the
Holocaust. The fatal continuity
between Christian anti-Semitism
and Nazi anti-Semitism had not
at all been prevented.
Although the leaders of the
Adventist Church in the Third
Reich may not have been aware of
the full dimension of the mass
murder of millions of Jews, they
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did not only keep silent in view of
the persecutions of Jews but, in a
deliberate pursuit of a strategy of
adaptation, even agreed to propagate anti-Semitic thoughts and
ideas in their official church publications. Following the usual
stereotypes, the Jew was described
in an article as “an intruder who
with unparalleled ruthlessness and
characteristic slyness began to
undermine the German soul.”
The Jew was considered to be an
“alien element in the German
blood.” Anti-Semitic statements
of Martin Luther, Elector
Joachim II., or Frederick the
Great, who designated the Jews as
“bloodhounds,” “vermin,” or “a
bunch of hagglers,” are presented
in an exemplary manner as the
“dawn” of a new epoch. The article ends: “May this promising
light fill us with courage and persistence so that we do not slacken
in the fight against the enemy of
our race. . . .”1

Unfortunately, this article with
its political tone and extremely
bad taste does not represent an
isolated case among the Adventist
publications in the Nazi era. Of
course, one should not conclude
that all Adventists in the Third
Reich had been taken in by the
delusion of Nazi racism. The
comments cited above do not
reflect the factual behavior of
German and Austrian Adventists
toward the Jews. And yet, this
article was not a “slip,” as other
sources sufficiently testify.
Could we have helped more?
How do we deal today with
such statements in an Adventist
publication? One is tempted to
turn away in shock, refusing to
take seriously such statements
that come from an Adventist like
you and me. Does not the danger,
however, lie exactly in shutting
one’s eyes and avoiding such a
black hole, the danger of making

the inconceivable forgotten or at
least of repressing it? Remembering, even if it hurts, helps to
counteract the repetition of history. In our giddy-paced time these

Remembering,
even if it hurts, helps to
counteract the repetition of history.
memories need to be kept alive,
for we all are obligated to the
“Never again.” Therefore, we have
to face this dark period of
Adventist history in Europe and
discuss openly that about which
we would rather prefer to remain
silent. Even if we do not understand everything, we must ask
ourselves: What lessons
from the Holocaust do
we draw personally and
as Adventist Church in
general? Behind each victim stands a name, a face, a
fate, a human being with
desires and hopes, a creation
of God. Could the one or the
other in our ranks not have
made different choices in his or
her relations with Jewish neighbors and Jewish fellow believers?
Should the imposed silence not
have been broken here and there?
Did we help where help was possible? Should we not have helped
more, spoken up more clearly,
taken our stand more courageously? Where was the resistance that
sprang out of “a merciful heart”?
It is of course easy to ask such
questions nowadays. But should
we therefore remain silent? In his
book The Gulag Archipelago,
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn insightfully says: “In keeping silent about
evil, in burying it so deep within
us that no sign of it appears on the

surface, we are implanting it, and
it will rise up a thousandfold in
the future.”2 One’s own failure
and the failure of the Church
appear distinctly in the light of
these questions. We also discover
Adventist members, more than it
was, at first, thought, who found
the courage to help persecuted
Jews, who did not remain silent or
look away. Yet, in retrospect again
and again comes the shocking
realization: There were too few
“righteous,” too few who “opened
their mouths for the mute” and
stood up “for the rights of all the
unfortunate” (Proverbs 31:8), and
too many who remained
silent, looked on,
or just

work on the Sabbath, preference
of medical service, rejection of
killing in times of war, and, in rare
cases, refusal of military service).

Shocking Examples
The Jew and Adventist Sarah
Frieda Nagelberg came from
Galicia and immigrated in 1898
to Austria. In 1930, Frau
Nagelberg, who worked as an
embroiderer and draper, joined
the Adventist church in
Dornbirn. In 1935, she became
very sick and incapable of earning
her living. Entirely without
means, she was received into a
Catholic
shelter
in
Hohenems. In 1940, the
Gestapo began its investigations. Nagelberg stated
that she did not know
whether she was still
held as a member of
the Adventist church.
Obviously Adventist
members
had
ceased
contact
with her. In
no in 1942, the sick,
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is astonishing to observe
The Jewish-Adventist Wilhelm
that the phenomenon of persecuJokel from Vienna confessed in
tion and extermination of Jews
1938: “Like frightened deer we
seek a hiding place.” Jokel, who at
that time had belonged to the
There were too few
Adventist church for 33 years,
“righteous” among
asked the church leaders in
Vienna for help. He was turned
Adventists.
away with the argument that he
largely remained unnoticed
fell under the responsibility of the
among Adventists in the Third
Viennese Jewish community
Reich, even when they showed
(Kultusgemeinde). Nothing is
resistant behavior (e.g., general
known about his later fate.
ideological resistance, refusal to
The Adventist pastor and thegive the Hitler-Gruss, refusal to
ologian Hermann Kobs, who
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worked in Leipzig, was suspended
for making it possible for a Jewish
fellow believer to attend worship
services. This fellow believer had
been expelled from the Adventist
congregation because of his ethnic
origin. The suspension of Kobs
was ordered at the suggestion of
the church leaders and was
declared to be a “precautionary
measure,” the official reason. In
fact, in 1942 Kobs was impris-

later came the instructions to
expel all Jewish and “Jewish related” (jüdisch versippt) members
from the Adventist Church. The
church board in Brno did not
want to carry out such instructions. So the expulsion of nine
members was carried out from
Prague, without the knowledge of
the members and without the consent of the church board in Brno.
A sign with a note written in two

The phenomenon of persecution and extermination
of Jews largely remained unnoticed among
Adventists in the Third Reich, even when they
showed resistant behavior.
oned because of his friendly attitude toward Jews. After more
than a year of forced labor he was
set free. It happened quite often
that Adventist leaders distanced
themselves from Jewish-friendly
church members or activities.
Sometimes they directly rejected
Adventists of Jewish origin
because they were afraid of being
denounced as “public enemies” by
Nazi authorities if they showed
sympathy or provided assistance.
Such an appraisal on the part of
the authorities without doubt
would have had negative consequences for the entire Church. In
the view of the authorities, the
observance of the Sabbath and the
abstinence from unclean food
placed Adventists dangerously
close to Judaism anyway.
Another shocking example: In
1939, the Gestapo interrogated
the Adventist publishing director
in Brno, Franz A. Ludwig, whose
wife, Frieda, was a Jew. The
church leaders in Prague, under
the influence of the German
Adventist leadership in Berlin,
then dissociated themselves from
their trusted coworker. Two years
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languages was posted at the doors
of the Adventist assembly rooms
in Brno, Prague and Olomouc,
reading “Jews prohibited!”
Shortly after the expulsion of
those nine church members a
Jewish sister in the Adventist
faith, Frieda Redlich, was deported to a concentration camp in
Poland. None of the Adventist
pastors or church elders visited
her after her arrest to comfort her.
Obviously, the church leadership
intentionally avoided contact
with church members of Jewish
origin. As a consequence, in
1942, the Adventist Church paper

We do not only want to
remember but at the
same time to confess.
Hlasatel Pravdy carried the
announcement that the mailing of
this paper and the Adventist
Sabbath School Quarterly to Jews
or Jewish Mischlinge had been discontinued.
Frieda Ludwig and her husband survived the Holocaust in
spite of forced labor and a con-

centration camp. What was most
painful for them was the behavior
of their fellow believers. Shunning
as far as expulsion from the
church, failed assistance, and
indifference apparently caused the
death of a number of church
members of Jewish origin.
Riga 1943
A different scene: Riga 1943.
The capital of Latvia was one of
the most important Jewish centers
in Europe. Of approximately
43,000 Jews in Riga only about
175 survived the “final solution”
(Endlösung) of the Nazis. To our
knowledge, in no other city occupied by German troops had there
been more Adventists willing to
help Jews. Among the courageous
helpers were a number of church
members of German origin. The
Adventists even established a rescue network for Jews. They hid
them for months in their homes,
risking their own lives and their
own security. The following are
known for their rescuing efforts:
the two Adventist sisters Eugenie
and Katrin Apoga, Schiba,
Schenk, Margaret and Alexandra
Klebais, the Adventist police officer Janis Stebbers, and the families Willumson and Iwanenko.
The Jews who received help from
these persons did not belong to
the Adventist church. The
Talmud student Izaks Kleimanis
owed his life solely to the effort of
the two sisters Eugenie and Katrin
Apoga, who were hiding him,
together with a three-year old
Jewish boy, for fourteen months
in their one-room apartment.
Under the deep impression of
such self-sacrificing, Kleimanis
became an Adventist in 1949 and
later worked as an Adventist pastor in Latvia.
One of the most courageous

Adventists who fought against the
mass murder of Jews was the
Hungarian pastor and union president László Michnay (18931965). A tree planted in his honor
in 1981 on the Avenue of the
Righteous Among the Nations of
the Yad Vashem in Jerusalem
reminds of his uncompromising
resistance. In the well-known
political magazine Függetlenség
(“Independence”) in 1942,
Michnay strictly condemned the
Jew-baiting in his land: “Neither
God nor the Hungarian homeland could ever forgive such a
sin.” In 1943, he preached publicly against racial hate in the
Adventist church on Székely
Bertalan Street in Budapest: “You
only follow Jesus faithfully if you
protect the Jews!” Michnay himself hid more than fifty Jews. All
of them survived the Holocaust.
The well-known Hungarian poet
Andor Peterdi, whose life had also
been saved by Michnay, perpetuated the mercy and courage of this
pastor and his wife in a poem:
“Like hunted deer I did not know
where I should flee . . . (but) your
hand caressed me, your kind word
comforted me.” Michnay was
interrogated several times by the
police, but was miraculously set free time
and again.
Similarly courageous and determined was the
Hungarian Adventist
Zoltán Kubinyi. As
officer of a Jewish work
battalion he freed ca.
140 Jewish prisoners,
while he himself later
found death in a Siberian
labor camp. Only in the
early 1990s have Kubinyi’s
efforts been made known to
the public.

Probably
the most
famous
Adventist
rescuer of
Jews was
the
legendary Jean
H. Weidner
(1912-1994),
son of a pastor in Brussels.
Weidner set up
a rescue organization under the
g
name “Dutchns durin
o
i
t
c
a
c
i
to
ro
r his he Jewish fugitives
Paris.” Until the
fo
d
e
t
a
cor
s of
idner de
hundred
end of the war
John We r II: He helped
a
Weidner and his
Paul
World W Holocaust
group saved the lives escape the
Meyer. In 1944,
of more than 800 Jews
Meyer was arrested in Lyon by the
and of another 200 to 300 endanmyrmidons of SS-chief Klaus
gered persons by regularly orgaBarbie and brought to the connizing escapes to Switzerland and
centration camp Dachau, where
Spain. More than 150 collaborahe died.
tors of the organization were gradWeidner was also arrested sevually arrested by the Gestapo; 40
eral times and tortured, but could
of them died from the consealways escape. In May 1944 in
quences of the interrogations or
Toulouse, the evening before his
were killed. Among those victims
execution he jumped out of the
were Weidner’s sister, Gabrielle,
window of the police prison’s
and the Adventist
third story and escaped. Weidner
pastor
received for his efforts the highest
state-honors. In 1963, the government of Israel honored him by
entering his name into the
Golden Book of the Heroes of
Jerusalem. At the opening of the
Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington, D.C., in 1993, he
was one of the seven honored
guests who remembered the rescue of the Jews by lighting a
candle. A year later the
Adventist Atlantic Union
College in the area of Boston
established a memorial and
a museum with attached
archive in his honor: The
John Henry Weidner
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Center for Cultivation of the
Altruistic Spirit.3
The Sorrowful Silence of
Insight
In spite of such outstanding
examples of active solidarity, there
remains a sorrowful silence of
insight over failed assistance and
the “resistance of the heart.”
These encouraging examples
should on no account be considered as “neutralizing” or even as
palliation of the Adventist past.
We feel pain, repentance, and
shame for the neglect; respect and
admiration for the individual
deeds; helplessness and sorrow in
regard to that which even in retrospect surpasses our power of com-

prehension. The dramatic work of
remembrance and the search for
historical details should above all
assure that this tragedy will never
again be repeated. Moreover, both
activities could help to secure the
remembrance of the humiliated,
persecuted, and killed, and thus
may give them back a small part
of their God-given dignity.
During the Nazi era the
Adventist Church became guilty
in regard to the Jews. The knowledge of this makes us humble.
Therefore, we do not only want to
remember but at the same time to
confess: “We have sinned and
committed iniquity . . . we do not
present our supplications before

You because of our righteous
deeds, but because of Your great
mercies” (Daniel 9:5, 18).
*This article appeared originally in
German in Adventecho, May 2001, pp.
12-14. Translation by Martin Pröbstle.
1
Gegenwarts-Fragen, no. 7/8 (1943),
pp. 35, 36.
2
Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn, The Gulag
Archipelago 1918-1956: An Experiment in
Literary Investigation, Parts I-II (New
York: Harper & Row, 1973), p. 178
(emphasis his).
3
For the story of John Weidner and the
Dutch-Paris underground see Herbert
Ford, Flee the Captor, 2nd ed.
(Hagerstown: Review and Herald, 1994).

Now Available!
Holocaust scholars, church leaders, and
religious liberty experts face a chapter of
Christian and Jewish history that many
would like to forget, yet urging readers not
to distance themselves from the traumatic
event of the Holocaust. Disturbing stories, frank dialogue, and formal research
are together presented to examine “The
Roots of the Holocaust,” “Theology after
Auschwitz,” “To Be a Religious Person
after Auschwitz,” and “Jewish-Christian
Relations after Auschwitz.”
This important work is derived from the
Proceedings of a symposium, held at
Andrews University under the coordination of the Institute of Jewish-Christian
Studies of the Seventh-day Adventist
Theological Seminary and with the
active participation of the International
Religious Liberty Association.
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Viewpoint

The Last Jew
Clifford Goldstein

I

n more somber
moments (usually
after another suicide
bombing in Israel) I get a
thought: Go to Auschwitz, stand in
the gas chamber, and slice my
wrists.
The last Jew to die at
Auschwitz.
Of course, it’s only a thought,
an outrageous expression of the
frustration felt when at times the
injustice, the horror, the lack of
true retribution all hits home. Six
million Jews murdered by some of
the same men who are receiving
pensions from the government for
their service to the Reich.
More than 50 years after the
Holocaust, as Jews we still don’t
know how to deal with it. How to

fit it into our theology? How to fit
into our view of the world? How
to relate it to Israel? To Germany?
How do we keep the memory
alive, without throwing it up in
the face of the Germans and
Austrians who didn’t do it? I don’t

when he realized I was Jewish
said, “I don’t know how to look
you in the face.” I don’t know
either, but he managed to anyway.
I’m still somewhat amused at
this notion of forgiveness. The
wrong people are being asked to

More than 50 years after the Holocaust,
as Jews we still don’t know how to deal with it.
think we should shame children
with the sins of the fathers, but
how can you talk about the murder of millions without implicating the murderers? “Murdered”
implies “murderers” (language
offers no way out of that one).
A while back a German, all of
18 years old, talked with me and

forgive. The ones who should be
asked are traces of carbon in the
lush fields of the Ukraine, or molecules around which raindrops
water our gardens and fill our
reservoirs.
“When the extermination of
the Jews in the gas chambers was
at its height, orders were issued
Winter 2002-03 / SHABBAT SHALOM 29

that children were to be thrown
straight into the crematorium furnaces, or into a pit near the crematorium, without being gassed
first.”
A few years ago, as I was sitting
in an outdoor café in Salzburg, a
young Austrian sat down next to
me and my two children, 5 and 6
at the time. Though he knew I
was Jewish, he said something like
“Well, what the Nazis did to the
Jews, the Jews are doing to the
Palestinians.” You are your father’s
child. I then asked him for directions to the Hitlerhaus in Braunau
and left.
Israel, it has been said, is sort of
restitution for the Holocaust.
That, or thanks to some WMD, it
will be the denouement.
“Jerusalem was destroyed
because the children did not
attend school and instead loitered
in the streets” (B.T. Shabbath
119b).

“Swastika”: The prisoner number
69084 on the camp uniform is
Bau’s own number.
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Though I’ve been living in DC
for almost twenty years, I still
haven’t made it to the Holocaust
Museum. I don’t need to go inside
it, for it’s been inside of me since
I was a child. I could name every
concentration camp in Europe

Go to Auschwitz . . .
and slice my wrists.

Adolf Eichmann’s ashes. Ashes?
Whoever said there’s no justice in
this world wasn’t fooling. No
wonder Kant argued for an afterlife. There’s no justice in this life,
and if God is just, then justice will
have to come in another one.
Vengeance is mine, saith the
Lord. It’s going to have to be.
Hashophet kol-ha’aretz lo ya‘aseh
mishpat? (Genesis 18:25).

long before I knew the Ten
Commandments; I knew the
name of every Nazi bigwig long
before I ever heard of Joshua, or
Eli, or Judas Maccabaeus.
At Nuremberg, notorious Jewbaiter Julius Streicher pulled out
an empty chair and set it next to
him.
It was, he said, for Martin
Luther. I’ve said nothing worse
than he did.
Somewhere floating in the
Mediterranean are the remains of

Born in Krakow, Poland, Mr. Bau was interned in the Plaszow
Concentration Camp in late 1941. While in Plaszow, he married
secretly another inmate, Rebecca, by smuggling himself into the
women’s barracks. This clandestine wedding is featured in Steven
Spielberg’s movie Schindler’s List.
The art saved Bau’s life. He worked as a draftsman and wrote
signs in Gothic letters. He also used his talent to forge documents
and identity papers for some 400 fellow Jews who managed to
escape the Holocaust. Unknown to him, his wife Rebecca, allowed
to add one name to the list of Jewish slave laborers whom Oscar
Schindler would take with him to his factory in Czechoslovakia,
added Joseph’s name instead of her own. She was sent to Auschwitz,
where she survived, and the couple was reunited after the war.
As one of the 1, 100 “Schindler Jews” Bau survived the Holocaust
and immigrated to Israel (1950), where he opened his own studio in
Tel Aviv (1956) and become a renowned Israeli artist, painter,
author, and animator.
For more information see www.josephbau.com and Bau’s emotional wartime memoir Dear God, Have You Ever Gone Hungry?
(New York: Arcade, 1998), illustrated with his dramatic pen and ink
drawings.

Jewish Thought

Religion and the Other
A Post-Holocaust Warning to Religious People

Abigail Hadas

T

his article was
written for all
those who, during
the events of the Second World
War in Nazi Germany, preferred
to keep silent. For those who
found it irrelevant to protest
because of these words of Jesus:
“My kingdom is not of this
world.” For those people who
did not feel concerned by worldly affairs and who, by principle,
do not engage in politics. This
article was written for the
Church. In answer to its silence.
Too often Christianity has
been a religion of other-wordliness. As Christians, we often
believe that the affairs of the
world are of no concern for us.
Our goal is to preach the “eternal
gospel” and the hope in an afterlife. The atrocities that occur
around us are but the signs of
Satan’s hold on the world.
Nothing can be done. We do not
feel that we have a share of
responsibility in these atrocities.

The fault is rejected onto Satan.
Besides, life on earth is just a
passage. It is only a transition.
What matters is eternal life.
Indeed, we believe it is better to
die a saved man, rather than to
save a dying man. This mentality
comes from Saint Augustine. In
the Confessions, he speaks of the
bitterness of life on earth and of
how man’s purpose lies in hoping for a better life. It is this
mentality that has been the ferment of the Church’s silence
when faced with the atrocities of
Nazi Germany.
But Christianity has also been
an individualistic religion. One
can be saved even if the whole
world is crumbling around us.
Our individual salvation does
not depend on our surroundings. Our personal destiny is not
affected by our neighbor’s destiny. Christianity has often been
good for the soul, while not necessarily being good for society.
We believe that as long as we do

not sin, we will be saved. As long
as we are right with God, as long
as we are pure and blameless,
everything will be all right. We
don’t see how our individual
purity ties in with responsibility
for others. Christianity has often
anesthetized us to the atrocities
surrounding us. God matters
more in Christianity than other
people. Worship is more important in Christianity than justice.
The vertical dimension has
become more important than
the horizontal dimension. It is
also these tendencies in
Christianity that must be
rethought after Auschwitz.
Christianity can never be the
same. We must radically rethink
all our categories. We have chosen the prophet Amos as the
basis of our reflection on postHolocaust Christianity.
The Prophet of Exile
“Words of Amos, one of the
shepherds of Tekoa, what he saw
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concerning Israel two years
before the earthquake” (Amos
1:1). This is not another pretty
story. It is not a beautiful psalm.
We penetrate here the ghettos of
Israel. No beautiful gardens. No
long-awaited promised land. No
mention of a beautiful afterlife.
This here is real life. In the sordid and dark alleys of Israel. In a
world where injustice and corruption flow like water.
Downtown Jerusalem is, however, prosperous. The reign of
Jeroboam marks the golden age
of Israel. But outside the walls of
the city we can see the ghettos of
the poor. The palaces of
Jeroboam are built from the flesh
and blood of the wretches of
Israel. Dark ages in Israel. The
words of the prophet are like
black soot. Ashes of despair.
How can we dare hope in such a
situation? How can we praise
God? How can we be at peace?
When blood flows like water and
injustice reigns, how can we
sing? This is no time to sing.
There is a time for everything. A
time to sing, and a time to
despair. This is no time to praise.
This is no time to be at peace. It
is a time for despair and anguish.
“Woe to you who are complacent in Zion, and to you who
feel secure on Mount Samaria”
(Amos 6:1). Revolt against the
Pure, the Separate of Israel.
Those who have been set apart
for God. Those who have given
Him their lives. Who live only
for Him. The words of the
prophet are for them.
The book of the prophet
Amos teaches us to despair. But
it also teaches us to hope. Light
and darkness. The ashen words
lead to the light of a new dawn.
“In that day I will restore David’s
fallen tent. I will repair its bro32 SHABBAT SHALOM / Winter 2002-03

ken places, restore its ruins”
(Amos 9:11). In spite of his
knowledge that there will be no
“happy end” for his people. I
will not turn back my wrath, the

The person who feels
threatened when his
principles, his religion
are put into question,
is idolatrous.
prophet hopes. Israel is lost, and
yet . . . . There is no more hope,
and yet . . . We are inhabited by
evil, and yet . . . A time for
despair, of anguish.
The Mockery of God
“I hate, I despise your religious feasts; I cannot stand your
assemblies. Even though you
bring me your burnt offerings, I
will not accept them. Away with
the noise of your songs” (Amos
5:21-25). Don’t turn to Me.
Turn to your neighbor. To love
your neighbor is to love God.
God is present in the other person: the dimension of the divine
opens up in the human face.
This invisible God, this absent
God, He is present in the face of
the other person: “Invisible God
does not only mean unfath-

never be greater than the respect
and the good of others. The rituals and principles are just means.
To consider them like an end in
themselves, like something
immutable and absolute, is idolatry. Religion can become an
idol, keeping us from seeing the
true God manifest in the other
person. We must be able to live
without official religion if we
truly want to escape idolatry.
The person who feels threatened, who feels his very life is at
stake, when his principles, his
religion are put into question, is
idolatrous and his life is attached
to that which is not God. We
must become capable of living
without a roof, without a place
to rest our heads. We must learn
to live in that which has no
place. In the essential. Official
religion, with its rituals and
principles, must never become
indispensable . . . and yet . . .
It is quite pretentious indeed,
to think that we can learn to love
others without acquiring some
of the wisdom of the ancients,
without acknowledging the religion, principles and rituals,
which are taught us by official
religion. For learning to love is
no easy thing. It is not innate.
We must learn how to love. Love

When blood flows like water and injustice reigns,
how can we sing?
omable God, but a God accessible in justice.”1
“But let justice flow like a
river and righteousness like a
never-failing stream” (Amos
5:24). God is found in justice. In
ethics, not in the gates of official
religion. Love, hesed, is more
important than ritual and liturgy. The hold of official religion,
of its rituals, its principles, must

is an acquired trait. In love it is
not the intention that counts. To
cause suffering to somebody is to
not love them. This is the role of
official religion: to teach us how
to love. But official religion gives
us the technique. It does not give
us the essence of love. We must
at some point go beyond the prescriptions of official religion to
the true essence of love. Of love

which is not given by duty or by
charity, nor out of love for God.
Of love that is not “God’s love”
anymore, but true and disinterested love of the other for himself, without reasons or ulterior
motives.
To love the other not because
we have pity on him, nor
because we want to help him,
which is like loving the other
like an angel would, as though
our world were not his world, as
though our destiny were not his
destiny, his suffering not ours.
But good as well as evil inhabits
us all. Our God is their God. No
one has the monopoly of either
good or evil. We are all in the
same boat. There are no saviors
among us. We fight against evil
not for the needy but for all of
us. For evil inhabits us all. To
love others, to live with them.
Solidarity. To love him because
there is only him. To love him
because he is by our side, and
because, through him, God also
is by our side. And because without him, in spite of God’s presence, we would be alone. “It is
not good that man should be
alone.” Solidarity. Because his
evil is our evil, because his suffering is our suffering. Because
his culpability is ours.
The Silence of the Lambs
“I abhor the pride of Jacob
and detest its fortresses. I will
deliver up the city and everything in it. If ten men are left in
one house, they too will die”
(Amos 6:8). “Few are guilty, all
are responsible.”2 There is no
individual innocence. When we
live together, what happens to
others becomes my business.
There is no neutrality possible. If
I close my eyes before injustice, I
become a silent accomplice. My

silence is a guilty silence. “If a
person sins because he does not
speak up he will be held responsible” (Leviticus 5:1).

Solidarity. Because his
evil is our evil,
because his suffering is
our suffering.
In such a context, the help we
bring our neighbor does not
arise from my own superiority,
but from the fact that if I do
nothing, I become guilty of a
crime. The help we bring to our
neighbor does not come from
our sufficiency but from our
lack, from our fault. By helping
my neighbor I fulfill a debt. Not
charity, but justice. The help I
give is not a favor, but a due. It is
a commandment: “Do not
deprive the alien or the fatherless
of justice . . . when you are harvesting in your field and overlook a sheaf, do not go back to
get it” (Deuteronomy 24:17).
The pure is not he who preserves himself from evil, nor he

To the silence of the
lambs, answers the roar
of the lion of Judah.
who avoids the scene of the
crime. If he says nothing, if he
does nothing, he is guilty. The
pure cannot wash his hands. He
must on the contrary soil them,
and mix with the scum of the
earth. Such is the price of his
purity. We cannot be “holy,” separate, from others in this context. Evil has become so universal that purity can be attained
only at the price of engagement.
We must fight, we must become

soiled, to preserve our purity.
Such are the words of Amos,
prophet of doom. To the silence
of the lambs, answers the roar of
the lion of Judah: “The lion has
roared, who will not fear? The
sovereign Lord has spoken, who
can but prophesy?” (Amos 3:8).
Indeed,
post-Holocaust
Christianity must give heed to
these ashen words. While it is
good to promote serenity in
times of trouble, hope in despair,
Christianity must take care not
to erase the rage one has to feel
before injustice. Instead of
proposing individual solutions
for the individual soul, separating it from the destiny of the
world, Christianity should
remember that the purity the
soul aspires to comes from contact with the world and not
withdrawal from it. Worshiping
God is indeed the main purpose
of Christianity, but this worship
entails concern for others. As
Jesus himself said: “For I was
hungry and you gave me something to eat. I was thirsty and
you gave me something to drink.
I was a stranger and you invited
me in. . . . Whatever you did for
one of the least of these brothers,
you did for me” (Matthew
25:34).

Emmanuel Levinas, Totality and
Infinity: An Essay on Exteriority, transl. By
A. Lingis (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1991), p.
77.
2
Abraham Joshua Heschel, The
Prophets (New York: Harper & Row,
1962), p. 14.
1
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Recent Books
“Good
News”
Auschwitz

after

Carol Rittner and John K.
Roth, eds.
Mercer University Press,
2001
215 pp., $39.95

The message is simple: It
is time that post-Holocaust
Christians should emphasize
positive differences that
Christianity can make. This
collection of thirteen accessible essays, written by
well-known post-Holocaust scholars, addresses the
question what credibility-challenged Christianity can
say to a post-Holocaust world and how Christians
could express a more affirmative vision of
Christianity without downplaying its part in the
Holocaust. The contributors call for a repentant honesty about Christianity’s anti-Jewish history, a new
appreciation for the Jewish roots of Christianity, the
Jewish identity of Jesus, and the continuing validity
of the Jewish people, a welcome liberation from liturgies and biblical interpretations that promote harmful
Christian exclusivism, and a deepened understanding
that the core of Christian practice is to love, inclusively and hospitably. The authors succeed in keeping
the delicate balance between the awareness of
Christianity’s historical anti-Jewish tendencies and
the challenge of positive proclamations that
Christianity could make after the Holocaust. This
book refreshingly claims that Christians still have to
share “good news,” even after Auschwitz, or perhaps
precisely because of Auschwitz.
A History of the Holocaust
Yehuda Bauer
Franklin Watts, 2001
432 pp., $17.95 paper,
$35.00 cloth

Yehuda Bauer offers a
detailed account of the
Holocaust that occurred
during World War Two.
He traces the roots of
anti-Semitism and provides
a comprehensive description of how and why the
Holocaust occurred. In basically chronological manner, including an elaborate portrayal of the decades in
Germany before 1938, Bauer illustrates the political
34 SHABBAT SHALOM / Winter 2002-03

and social dimensions of the Holocaust with chapters
on the life in the ghettos, the Final Solution, the resistance, and rescue attempts. He understands to bring
history movingly alive through passages from diaries
left by concentration-camp inmates, stories of individual heroism and unparalleled adversity. This revision of the 1982 original is updated by new information and incorporates new insights. Included are 15
maps, 15 tables and charts, and 16 pages of photographs. Here is one of the best choices for a profound history of the Holocaust that is at the same
time immensely readable and therefore recommends
itself as textbook for Grades 9-12, college, and university alike.
The Holocaust Encyclopedia
Walter Laqueur, ed.
Yale University Press, 2001
765 pp., $60.00

Take more than 100 of the
leading authorities on the
Holocaust coming from 11
countries, both Jews and
non-Jews, let them reflect on
all the major issues of the
Holocaust, let them write upto-date essays from A to Z on key events, policy decisions, sites, and individuals, as well as in-depth studies on the political, social, religious, and moral issues
involved with the Holocaust, using new evidence
from the former Soviet bloc, and intersperse these
longer pieces with numerous short entries, and you
will get a comprehensive standard reference work on
the Holocaust. Nothing less has been achieved with
The Holocaust Encyclopedia. Among the outstanding
contributions are Saul Friedländer’s on Nazi policy,
Israel Gutman’s on Warsaw, Michael Berenbaum’s on
theological and philosophical responses to the
Holocaust, Dan Michman’s on Judenrat, Shlomo
Aronson and Peter Longerich’s on the preparation
and implementation of the Final Solution, Michael
Brenner’s on Displaced Persons, and Roger
Greenspun’s on the Holocaust in cinema and television, to name just a few. The encyclopedia contains
276 Photographs, 19 maps, a 17-page chronology
from 1933 to 1945, and an excellent bibliographical
essay by Robert Rozett that not only surveys the
Holocaust literature under different topics but also
introduces available resources on the Internet. Crossreferences and an extensive index guarantee the acces-

sibility of this vast resource on the Holocaust. The
Holocaust Encyclopedia should be on the desk of every
student of the Holocaust and maybe on the shelf of
every student.
Parables for Our Time
Tania Oldenhage
Oxford University Press,
2002
189 pp., $42.00

Tania Oldenhage investigates scholarly interpretations of New Testament
parables and tries to demonstrate how the Holocaust
was remembered and represented in the context of
postwar parable scholarship. She divides Parables for
Our Time into four parts, in each examining a major
scholar in parable interpretation. The first part
(“Holocaust Remembrance in Germany”) focuses on
Wolfgang Harnisch’s Die Gleichniserzählungen Jesu,
the second (“Historical Criticism and the Legacy of
the Holocaust”) on Joachim Jeremias’s The Parables of
Jesus, the third (“Jesus as Poet of Our Time”) deals
with John Dominic Crossan’s Raid on the Articulate,
and the fourth (“The Promise of Metaphor Theory”)
centers around Paul Ricoeur’s article “Biblical
Hermeneutics.” Oldenhage ends with her own reading of the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen in a
post-Holocaust context, using literary methods.
Based on her studies she finally proposes a postHolocaust biblical hermeneutics in which the New
Testament can be read with awareness of the
Holocaust.
Rethinking the Holocaust
Yehuda Bauer
Yale University Press, 2002
335 pp., $16.95 paper,
$35.00 cloth

explicable?”), over how Jews reacted to the murderous
campaign against them during the Holocaust—
according to Bauer himself, the core of his interpretation—to the relationship between the Shoah and the
establishment of Israel. Especially recommendable is
the appendix of Bauer’s speech to the German
Bundestag on January 27, 1998. In it, Bauer presents
with a high density in argumentation his viewpoint of
the Shoah and the necessity to be on one’s guard so
that never again one’s origin could be classified as
crime that has to be avenged with death. Rethinking
the Holocaust is a book that makes one immensely
sensitive for the past and the present as well.
A Shadow of Glory
Tod Linafelt, ed.
Routledge, 2002
258 pp., $24.95

How does the Holocaust
affect the way one reads the
New Testament? In seventeen essays, some of the most
prominent contemporary
scholars in biblical studies
and Jewish studies—both
Christian
and
Jewish,
American and European—wrestle with the complex
impact of the Holocaust on the practice of biblical
interpretation. The essays are grouped in four parts:
“The Holocaust in the History of Interpretation,”
“Reading as Jews,” “Reading as Christians,” and
“Jews and Gentiles in the New Testament and Today.”
Topics addressed include the anti-Judaism in the
Gospels, the ambiguities of Paul’s thinking on Israel,
New Testament theology and general biblical scholarship after the Holocaust, as well as topics more closely related to the Holocaust, like the controversial erection of a cross at Auschwitz, the reading of Jesus as a
Nazi New Testament scholar. These high-caliber
essays provide much food for thought and may break
new ground for a post-Holocaust hermeneutics.

Yehuda Bauer takes up
what is presumably one of
the most difficult tasks in
contemporary
historical
research: to present a sweeping description and interpretation of the Shoah and, as
ultimate challenge, the critical analysis of the alternative views of the Holocaust’s
history and meaning (as attempted by Zygmunt
Bauman, Jeffrey Herf, Goetz Aly, Daniel Goldhagen,
John Weiss, and Saul Friedländer). This book sets
itself positively apart from the flood of Holocaust literature especially where Bauer addresses the instrumentalization of the Shoah by different groups. The
topics range from historiosophy (“Is the Holocaust
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“The SS seemed more preoccupied, more disturbed than usual.
To hang a young boy in front of thousands of spectators was
no light matter. . . . This time the Lagerkapo refused to act as
executioner. Three SS replaced him. The three victims mounted together onto the chairs. The three necks were placed at the
same moment within the nooses. ‘Long live liberty!’ cried the
two adults. But the child was silent. ‘Where is God? Where is
He?’ someone behind me asked. . . . Then the march past began.
The two adults were no longer alive . . . being so light, the
child was still alive. . . . For more than half an hour he stayed
there, struggling between life and death, dying in slow agony
under our eyes. And we had to look him full in the face. He
was still alive when I passed in front of him. His tongue was
still red, his eyes were not yet glazed. Behind me, I heard the
same man asking: ‘Where is God now?’ And I heard a voice
within me answer him: ‘Where is He? Here He is–He is
hanging here on this gallows. . . .’”
(Elie Wiesel, Night, transl. Stella Rodway [New York: Hill and Wang, 1960], pp. 70-71)

